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Abstract

For any algebra A over an algebraically closed field F, we say that an A-module M is
Schurian if EndA(M) � F. We say that A is Schurian-finite if there are only finitely many
isomorphism classes of Schurian A-modules, and Schurian-infinite otherwise. By work of
Demonet, Iyama and Jasso it is known that Schurian-finiteness is equivalent to τ-tilting-
finiteness, so that we may draw on a wealth of known results in the subject. We prove
that for the type A Hecke algebras with quantum characteristic e > 3, all blocks of weight
at least 2 are Schurian-infinite in any characteristic. Weight 0 and 1 blocks are known by
results of Erdmann and Nakano to be representation finite, and are therefore Schurian-finite.
This means that blocks of type A Hecke algebras (when e > 3) are Schurian-infinite if and
only if they have wild representation type if and only if the module category has finitely
many wide subcategories. Along the way, we also prove a graded version of the Scopes
equivalence, which is likely to be of independent interest.

1 Introduction

Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed fieldF. All the A-modules we
consider in this paper are assumed to be finite-dimensional left modules. Then, an A-module
M is called Schurian if EndA(M) = F. Schurian modules appear in various places. Among
them, the following two examples are well-known.

(1) Let θ : K0(A-mod)→ Z be a linear map. An A-module M is called stable if θ(M) = 0 and
any nonzero proper submodule N satisfies θ(N) < 0. Stable modules are Schurian.

(2) Let A be an F-algebra. If an A-module M is an indecomposable module which belongs
to the preprojective or the preinjective component of the Auslander–Reiten quiver of A,
then M is Schurian and Ext1

A(M,M) = 0 – for example, see [ASS06, Chap.VIII, Lemma 2.7].
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An algebra A is called Schurian-finite if the number of isomorphism classes of Schurian
modules is finite.

Remark. In [CKW15], they call an algebra A Schur-representation-finite if there are finitely
many isomorphism classes of Schurian A-modules of a fixed dimensional vector d, for each d.

There had been few results on Schurian modules until recently, but the τ-tilting theory ini-
tiated by Adachi, Iyama and Reiten [AIR14] has changed the perspective. An A-module M is
τ-rigid if HomA(M, τ(M)) = 0, where τ is the Auslander–Reiten translate. An algebra A is then
called τ-tilting finite if there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable
τ-rigid A-modules. Demonet, Iyama and Jasso [DIJ19, Theorem 4.2] proved that the map that
sends an A-module M to M/RadB(M), where B = EndA(M), induces a bijection between iso-
morphism classes of indecomposable τ-rigid A-modules and isomorphism classes of Schurian
A-modules if A is τ-tilting finite, and that τ-tilting finiteness coincides with Schurian finiteness.
Thus, Schurian-finiteness has reappeared under the name τ-tilting finiteness.

Let M be a τ-rigid A-module, and P be a projective A-module. We call the pair (M,P) support
τ-tilting if HomA(P,M) = 0 and the numbers of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable
direct summands of M and P sum up to the number of the isomorphism classes of simple
A-modules. M is called a support τ-tilting module. Then, basic support τ-tilting modules
are in bijection with functorially-finite torsion classes in A-mod, and with two-term silting
complexes in Kb(A-proj) [AIR14, Theorem 0.5]. In other words, the study of Schurian modules
has applications to those representation theoretic classifications. Another application is that if
A is wild and Schurian-finite, then it gives an example of a wild algebra which is not strictly
wild. Recently, the relationship with polytope theory has also been pursued.

Because of its importance, researchers who study τ-tilting theory look at various examples to
check whether they are τ-tilting finite or not. For example, we know that preprojective algebras
of Dynkin type are Schurian-finite by [Miz14]. Note that if A is representation-finite, then A is
Schurian-finite. An immediate consequence of this is that blocks of Hecke algebras of weight 0
or 1 are Schurian-finite, by [EN02, AIP15]. The converse may not hold. Indeed, preprojective
algebras of type other than An for 1 6 n 6 4 are representation-infinite. Another example
is a multiplicity-free Brauer cyclic graph algebra with an odd number of vertices [Ada16].
More recently still, it was shown by Miyamoto and Wang [MW22, Corollary 3.14] that if the
characteristic of the base field is not 2, then any self-injective cellular algebra of polynomial
growth is Schurian-finite.

However, it is observed that the converse does hold for many classes of algebras. The
first obvious examples are those which admit preprojective component, such as the class of
path algebras of acyclic quivers, quasi-tilted algebras [CH97], and algebras that satisfy the
separation condition [ASS06, Chapter IX, Theorem 4.5]. Other examples include cycle-finite
algebras [MS16], gentle algebras [Pla19], tilted and cluster-tilted algebras [Zit20], locally hered-
itary algebras [AHMW21], and simply-connected algebras [Wan22c]. As algebras satisfying the
separation condition are simply-connected [Sko93], it also implies that representation finiteness
coincides with Schurian-finiteness for them.

In this article, we initiate the study of Schurian-finiteness for block algebras of the Hecke
algebra Hn of the symmetric group and add a new family of algebras for which Schurian-
finiteness coincides with representation finiteness. The difficulties to overcome were twofold.
Recall that block algebras of the Hecke algebra of the symmetric groupSn are labeled by e-cores
ρ such that n−|ρ| ∈ eZ>0, where e is the quantum characteristic. The nonnegative integer (n−|ρ|)/e
is called the weight of the block algebra. As all of the known methods to determine the Schurian-
infiniteness of a finite-dimensional algebra are based on the bound quiver presentation of the
algebra, we have to obtain information of the Gabriel quiver of each block algebra of Hn
which suffices to determine the Schurian-infiniteness. Then, the first difficulty was the lack
of a method of reduction to small n (except for the Scopes equivalence), that would allow us
to determine the Schurian-infiniteness by explicit computation. For example, the induction
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functor does not behave well with the Schurian property. On the other hand, we may use the
induction functor to determine the representation type of block algebras of Hn. Thus, we must
control the Gabriel quiver of the block algebra, for large n, itself. Then, the second difficulty
was the fact that it is not easy to compute the Gabriel quiver of the block even if one tries
to find a small piece of information on the structure of indecomposable projective modules.
Indeed, when we study algebras outside of bound quiver algebras, this is the most difficult
part. Curiously, this reality is often overlooked.

The key idea to overcome those difficulties is Proposition 2.15. It asserts that if we find a
certain set of partitions for which the graded decomposition numbers labelled by them satisfy
certain conditions, then we may find enough information to determine Schurian-infiniteness.
Because of the proposition, we are able to focus on graded decomposition numbers exclusively
to prove our main theorems. This assertion may sound a bit surprising because graded
decomposition numbers of a graded cellular algebra are determined by the Grothendieck group
of its graded modules and they do not contain information on the Gabriel quiver in general.
When we consider the blocks of Hn in positive characteristic that appear in Proposition 2.15,
the submatrix of graded decomposition numbers that satisfy the necessary extra conditions
still does not give us information on extensions between the corresponding simple modules
for Hn. Rather, we deduce extensions between simples for some idempotent truncation, from
which we can deduce Schurian-infiniteness of the truncated algebra, and lift the property back
to Hn. To apply Proposition 2.15, we must find partitions that satisfy the assumptions of the
proposition. We note that this requires insight, and another new idea here is in the novel
use of various runner-removal and row-removal theorems, which allow us to perform the
necessary computations in order to find a submatrix of decomposition numbers among the list
in Proposition 2.15.

In small characteristics, we often see different behaviour than the general patterns. Thus,
we need a different method to determine the Schurian-finiteness. In particular, we assume that
the quantum characteristic is e , 2 for our main theorem.

Remarks. If e = 2 and p , 2, then blocks of weight 0, 1 or 2 are Schurian-finite. By Erdmann
and Nakano [EN02], these weight 2 blocks have infinite tame representation type. When e = 2,
blocks of weight at least 3 have wild representation type, but our methods cannot determine
whether these blocks are Schurian-infinite.

Morita classes of tame blocks are classified by the first author [Ari21] under the assumption
p , 2. Then Wang showed in [Wan22b, Theorem 5.5] that all those tame blocks of Hecke
algebras are τ-tilting finite (and therefore Schurian-finite). In [Wan22a, Theorem 3.4], Wang
also showed that blocks of tame Schur algebras S(n, r), which occur if p = 2, are τ-tilting finite,
from which it follows that the (indecomposable) Hecke algebra H4 is also Schurian-finite if
e = p = 2. This is the only example of a block of Hn of weight at least 2, for e = p = 2, for which
we can determine whether it is Schurian-finite.

The following theorem is the main result of this article.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose e > 3 and that B is a block of Hn of weight at least 2. Then B is Schurian-
infinite in any characteristic. In particular, if e > 3, then B is Schurian-finite if and only if it is
representation-finite.

Remark. In an earlier version of this paper, we needed a result by Bowman and the third
author [BS18], Fock space theory, cf. [Ari02], and a result by the first author and Mathas [AM04,
Corollary 3.7], to settle several cases in weight four. In the current version we have developed
a more combinatorial method to replace the canonical basis computation, and have merged the
original paper by the first and third author with its sequel by the second and third.

Recall that a full subcategory of an abelian category is a wide subcategory if it is closed
under isomorphisms, extensions, kernels and cokernels. By [Asa20, Proposition 2.24], we have
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a bijection between wide subcategories and isomorphism classes of semibricks. A semibrick is
a set of pairwise Hom-orthogonal Schurian modules, and we say that a semibrick is left-finite
if the smallest torsion class that contains the semibrick is functorially-finite. Every semibrick is
left-finite if the algebra is Schurian-finite by [DIJ19, Theorem 3.8]. Taking the bijection between
isomorphism classes of left-finite semibricks and isomorphism classes of basic support τ-tilting
modules into consideration, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.2. Suppose e > 3 and that B is a block of Hn. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) B is representation-finite.

(ii) B is Schurian-finite.

(iii) The category of finite-dimensional B-modules has finitely many wide subcategories.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we recall various runner-, row-, and column-
removal theorems in Subsection 2.4 after we fix notations for Hecke algebras, partitions and
abacus displays. Our method to show Schurian-infiniteness by using graded decomposition
numbers is explained in Subsection 2.8. We also prove a graded analogue of the Scopes
equivalence in Section 3, which will be of independent interest. After Section 3, we exclusively
work with graded decomposition numbers – except for in a few cases – to find partitions that
satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2.15. As much is known for blocks of weight 2 and 3,
we give a classification of Schurian-finiteness/infiniteness for those blocks in Sections 4 and 5
whenever e > 3, proving Theorem 1.1 in those cases. Our approach there largely hinges on the
runner-removal result of James and Mathas. In Section 6, we assume that e > 3 and focus on
blocks of weight greater than or equal to 4.
Acknowledgements. The first author is partially supported by JSPS Kakenhi grants number
18K03212 and 21K03163. The second author was supported by an LMS Emmy Noether Fel-
lowship grant which enabled her to visit OIST. The third author is partially supported by JSPS
Kakenhi grant number 20K22316. The third author thanks Osaka University for their hospi-
tality during his visit, in which this research was initiated. The first author is grateful for a
pleasant stay at OIST in November 2021. During the visit, we completed most of the work on
this paper. We thank Matt Fayers for making his LaTeX style file for abacus displays publicly
available, for pointing out a useful reference within [Ric96] that we use to characterise adjacent
partitions in Section 4, and for helpful conversations when we applied his results to a concrete
example. We also thank Andrew Mathas for providing us with the graded decomposition
matrices for various blocks of low rank when e = 3 and p > 0 – these were a great help in
proving our result for those blocks. The third author thanks Eoghan McDowell for help with
TikZ.

The first author considered the Schurian-finiteness of block algebras of Hecke algebras two
years ago with Ryoichi Kase, Kengo Miyamoto, Euiyong Park, and Qi Wang, trying to find an
explicit subquotient algebra and prove its Schurian-infiniteness. Although unsuccessful in this
endeavour, the first author thanks those four colleagues for their time spent together on the
project in 2019.

2 Background

Throughout, we let F denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. All our
modules are left modules.

2.1 Partitions

A partition of n is a weakly decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) that
sum to n. We write λ ` n to mean ‘λ is a partition of n’. It will be useful to consider each
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partition to have infinite length, though it will only have finitely many nonzero terms. Thus
we will omit the trailing zeroes when writing λ, and always consider λr = 0 for r large enough.
We will also group together equal terms, so that, for example, we will write (3, 12) instead of
(3, 1, 1). We denote the unique partition of 0 by ∅.

For e ∈ Z>2, we say that a partition λ is e-regular if it does not have any e nonzero parts
being equal, and e-singular if it does. For example, (5, 12) is 3-regular, but (4, 13) and (3, 14) are
both 3-singular.

The conjugate partition λ′ is defined by

λ′i = |{ j > 1 | λ j > i}|.

For a partition λ, its Young diagram is the set [λ] = {(r, c) ∈ N ×N | c 6 λr}, which we may
depict as boxes in the plane, following the English convention, as in the example below. To
each node A = (r, c) ∈ [λ], we assign the e-residue i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e − 1}with i ≡ c − r (mod e).

If a node A ∈ [λ] (respectively B < [λ]) is such that [λ] \ A (respectively [λ] ∪ B) is a Young
diagram for a partition, then we say that A is a removable node (respectively B is an addable
node). We refer to an addable or removable node (r, c) as an addable i-node or a removable i-node,
respectively, if i ≡ c − r (mod e).

Example. Let e = 4, and take λ = (6, 4, 3, 12). Then [λ] is drawn below, with the residues written
in each node, as well as the residues of addable nodes.

20 1 2 3 0 1
33 0 1 2

12 3 0
21

0
3

Ifλ andµ are partitions of n, we say thatλdominatesµ, and writeλ Q µ, ifλ1+λ2+· · ·+λr >
µ1 + µ2 + · · · + µr for all r, and write λ B µ if λ Q µ and λ , µ.

2.2 Hecke algebras

Let q ∈ F×. The Hecke algebra of the symmetric group, denoted by Hn, is the unital associative
F-algebra generated by T1,T2, . . . ,Tn−1 subject to the relations

(Ti − q)(Ti + 1) = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,n − 1;
TiT j = T jTi for 1 6 i, j 6 n − 1 with |i − j| > 1;

TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,n − 2.

An excellent introduction to the representation theory of Hn, which largely parallels that of
the symmetric groupSn, can be found in [Mat99]. Here, we will briefly recall some key aspects
that we will require.

The quantum characteristic of Hn is the smallest positive integer e such that 1+q+q2+· · ·+qe−1 =
0, if such an e exists, and we set e = ∞ otherwise.

The Hecke algebras are cellular algebras. For each partition λ of n, one may construct the
Specht module Sλ, which is also a cell module, with cellular basis given by the dual Murphy
basis – see, for example, [DR01, HM10]. Note that our Specht modules agree with those of
Dipper and James [DJ86]. If e > n, Hn is semisimple, and the set {Sλ | λ ` n} is a complete set of
pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible Hn-modules. If e 6 n, then Sλ has a simple head, denoted
Dλ, whenever λ is e-regular. The set {Dλ

| λ ` n, λ is e-regular} is a complete set of pairwise
non-isomorphic irreducible Hn-modules when e < ∞.
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The Specht modules Sλ can be constructed very explicitly, and have a basis indexed by
standard λ-tableaux. However, the simple modules Dλ are much harder to explicitly construct,
except in special cases. In general, even the dimensions of Dλ are unknown.

It is well-known that the Specht modules are indecomposable if e , 2 – for example, by
[DJ91, Corollary 8.6]. We will abuse notation a little and say that two partitions λ and µ lie
in the same block of Hn whenever Sλ and Sµ do. If we remove all length e rim hooks from a
Young diagram [λ], then we obtain a Young diagram for its e-core, i.e. a partition whose Young
diagram has no removable length e rim hooks. The following result is well-known, and is often
referred to as Nakayama’s conjecture.

Theorem 2.1 [Mat99, Corollary 5.38]. Two partitions of Hn are in the same block if and only if they
have the same e-core.

Armed with this, we may index the blocks of Hecke algebras by their cores and weights,
and will denote by B(ρ,w) the block of H|ρ|+ew with core ρ and weight w. More recently,
Khovanov and Lauda [KL09], and, independently, Rouquier [Rou08], have introduced quiver
Hecke algebras, or KLR algebras, in order to categorify the negative halves of quantum groups.
Khovanov and Lauda also introduced cyclotomic quotients in their paper, that we refer to
as cyclotomic KLR algebras, that categorify highest weight irreducible modules over quantum
groups [KK12].

Importantly for us, Brundan and Kleshchev showed in [BK09a] that if e = ∞, Hn is isomor-
phic to a level 1 cyclotomic KLR algebra of type A∞, while if e < ∞, Hn is isomorphic to a level
1 cyclotomic KLR algebra of type A(1)

e−1.
We will not recall the (long!) presentation of the cyclotomic KLR algebras, as we will

not be directly working with the definition. For our purposes, it will suffice to note that
this framework allows us to study the graded representation theory of Hn, which is further
developed in [BK09b, BKW11]. In Subsection 2.4 we will discuss this further.

2.3 Abacus combinatorics

For a partitionλ of n, we define its beta-numbers to be βi = λi−i, for all i > 1. The e-runner abacus
is drawn with e infinite vertical runners, with marked positions increasing from left-to-right
along successive ‘rows’. Our convention is that the 0 position is on the leftmost runner. For
example, if e = 4, our abacus is marked as follows.

0 1 2 3

−8 −7 −6 −5

−4 −3 −2 −1

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11

The abacus display for λ is then obtained by placing a bead in position βi, for each i > 1. The
e-core of λ is obtained by stripping off all possible e-rim hooks from the Young diagram of λ,
which translates to pushing all beads up as high as possible on the abacus.

We will adopt the notation and conventions of [Fay21], which is in turn a sleeker presenta-
tion of the results of [Ric96]. If B is a block with core ρ, we take the abacus display for ρ and
define the integers p0 < p1 < · · · < pe−1 so that each is the position of the lowest bead on one of
the runners. If B is a weight 2 block, then the abacus display for any partition in B is obtained
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from that for its e-core by sliding two beads down one place, or by sliding one bead down two
places.

Then, for 0 6 i 6 j < e, define

iB j =

1 if p j − pi < e,
0 if p j − pi > e.

Collectively, the array iB j is the pyramid of the weight 2 block corresponding to the e-core we
started with. We extend this to all pairs of integers by setting iB j = 0 if i < 0 or j > e, and
iB j = 1 if i > j. Finally, we adopt the shorthand notation i0 j and i1 j to mean that iB j = 0 and 1,
respectively. In particular, we note that i0e for any i.

Example. Let e = 4, and let ρ be the 4-core (22). Then the corresponding beta-numbers are
β = (1, 0,−3,−4, . . . ), and the corresponding abacus display is below.

Note that we have p0 = −6, p1 = −5, p2 = 0, p3 = 1, and thus that 011, 002, 003, 102, 103, 213. We
always have that i1i, since pi − pi = 0 < e.

Next, we introduce notation for the partitions in a weight 2 block. Number the runners from
0 to e − 1 so that runner i contains the marked position pi, recalling that p0 < p1 < · · · < pe−1.
If the abacus display of λ is obtained from that of its e-core by sliding the lowest beads on
runners i and j each down one spot, with i < j, we denote the partition by 〈i, j〉. If it is obtained
by sliding the lowest bead on runner i down two spaces, we denote it by 〈i〉. Finally, if it is
obtained by sliding each of the bottom two beads on runner i down one space, we denote it
〈i2〉.

Thus we may denote any partition in B by one of the above, for some i (and possibly j).
These partitions thus index all Specht modules in the weight two block B.

Example. Continuing our previous example, where e = 4, and we consider a block B with
4-core ρ = (22), and weight 2. Then the abacus displays for 〈3〉, 〈2〉, 〈1〉, and 〈0〉 are below,
yielding partitions (10, 2), (9, 3), (4, 32, 12), (33, 13), respectively.

The abacus displays for 〈2, 3〉, 〈1, 3〉, 〈32
〉, and 〈22

〉 are below, yielding partitions (62), (6, 22, 12),
(6, 32), (5, 32, 1), respectively.
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2.4 Graded decomposition matrices

Let λ, µ ` n, with µ e-regular. The corresponding decomposition number is the multiplicity
de,p
λµ

(1) = [Sλ : Dµ] of Dµ in Sλ. For a graded Hn-module D, let D〈d〉 denote the graded
shift (by d) of the module D – in other words D〈d〉r = Dr−d. Then the corresponding graded
decomposition number is the Laurent polynomial

de,p
λµ

(v) = [Sλ : Dµ]v =
∑
d∈Z

[Sλ : Dµ
〈d〉]vd

∈N[v, v−1].

It is known that de,p
λλ

(v) = 1 and de,p
λµ

(v) , 0 only if λ P µ – this follows, for instance, from the
graded cellular basis of Hu–Mathas [HM10, Lemma 2.13, Theorem 6.11 and Section 6.4].

It is also well-known that the ungraded decomposition matrices Dp = (de,p
λµ

(1))λ,µ and D0 =

(de,0
λµ

(1))λ,µ are related by multiplication by the so-called adjustment matrix. For us, we will need
the more recent development of the graded adjustment matrix, introduced in [BK09b, Section 5.6].

By [BK09b, Theorem 5.17], Dp, the characteristic p graded decomposition matrix, is obtained
from the characteristic 0 one D0 by post-multiplication by the lower-unitriangular adjustment
matrix, whose entries aλµ(v) – indexed by λ and µ both e-regular partitions of n – are Laurent
polynomials with nonnegative integral coefficients, symmetric in v, v−1. In other words,

de,p
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v) +
∑
νCµ

de,0
λν

(v)aνµ(v).

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that λ and µ are partitions, with µ e-regular, and that de,p
λµ

(1) = de,0
λµ

(1) for a prime

p. Then de,p
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v).

Proof. Recall that

de,p
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v) +
∑
νCµ

de,0
λν

(v)aνµ(v).

Since de,p
λµ

(1) = de,0
λµ

(1), we have that
∑
νCµ de,0

λν
(v)aνµ(v) = 0, and the result follows. �

Our next result will ensure that our calculations for weight 2 and 3 blocks may be characteristic-
free, so long as the characteristic is larger than the weight of the block. For w = 2, 3, or 4, the
following is proved in [Ric96], [Fay08] and [Fay07], respectively.

Theorem 2.3. If B is a block of weight w 6 4, then the adjustment matrix is the identity matrix
whenever p > w.

Note that Low has also extended the above results to q-Schur algebras [Low21].
In weight 2, the characteristic 2 situation has been solved by Fayers; we will use the

following two results in Section 4, in which we employ the pyramid notation introduced in
Subsection 2.3.

Theorem 2.4 [Fay05, Corollary 2.4]. Let ν and µ be e-regular partitions in a weight 2 block of Hn,
and let p = 2. Then

aνµ(v) =


1 if ν = 〈i2〉, µ = 〈i〉, i−10i and i0i+1 for 1 6 i 6 e − 1;
1 if ν = 〈i2〉, µ = 〈i, i + 1〉, i−10i and i1i+1 for 1 6 i < e − 1;
δλµ otherwise.
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Recall that the Mullineux map m is a bijection on the set of e-regular partitions satisfying
Dλ
⊗ sgn � Dm(λ) if e = p (so that Hn � FSn), and an analogous statement for the Hecke algebra,

corresponding to twisting simple modules by a certain sign automorphism of Hn. There are
several combinatorial algorithms to compute m, due to several different authors, but we will
not need these here.

The following result will be useful for us later.

Proposition 2.5 [Fay09, Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.7]. Let λ and µ be partitions of n, and
suppose that µ is e-regular. Then de,0

λµ
(v) = 0 unless µ Q λ Q m(µ)′, where m is the Mullineux map.

Moreover, if λ = m(µ)′, then de,0
λµ

(v) = vw, where w is the weight of the block containing λ and µ, and

de,0
λµ

(v) has degree at most w − 1 otherwise.

In [Fay05], a partition λ is said to be adjacent to an e-regular partition µ if µ Q λ Q m(µ)′ and
|∂λ− ∂µ| = 1, where ∂ is defined in [Fay05, Section 1.4]. We will not require this definition, and
since we only consider situations where both λ and µ are e-regular we will say that λ and µ are
adjacent, without worrying about which is more dominant. Just above [Ric96, Theorem 4.4],
Richards defines a map � on e-regular weight two partitions that satisfies ∂µ�

′

= ∂µ, and on
p399 of loc. cit., Richards shows that this map agrees with the Mullineux map. Then by [Ric96,
Theorem 4.4], combined with Proposition 2.5, λ and µ are adjacent if and only if de,0

λµ
(v) = v,

where µ B λ B m(µ)′.

Theorem 2.6 [Fay05, Theorem 3.2]. Suppose p = 2, B is a weight two block and λ, µ are e-regular
partitions in B. Then:

• If neither of λ and µ is of the form 〈i2〉 for some i such that i−10i, then Ext1(Dλ,Dµ) � F if λ and
µ are adjacent, and is trivial otherwise.

• Suppose λ = 〈i2〉 for some i such that i−10i. Then Ext1(Dλ,Dµ) � F if µ = 〈i〉 with i0i+1 or if
µ = 〈i, i + 1〉 with i1i+1, and is trivial otherwise.

2.5 Runner removal

Our next result is a runner removal theorem of James and Mathas, though we use a useful
reformulation of the statement due to Fayers [Fay07, Theorem 2.15].

Theorem 2.7 [JM02, Theorem 3.2]. Suppose e > 3 and that λ and µ are partitions of n, µ is e-regular,
and that we take abacus displays for λ and µ. Suppose that for some i, the last bead on runner i occurs
before every unoccupied space on both abacus displays, and define two abacus displays with e−1 runners
by deleting runner i from the abacus displays of λ and µ. Let λ− and µ− be the partitions defined by
these displays. If µ− is (e − 1)-regular, then

de,0
λµ

(v) = de−1,0
λ−µ−

(v).

2.6 Row-removal

The following so-called row- and column-removal theorems will be used in Section 6 for
determining that blocks of weight at least 4 are Schurian-infinite.

Theorem 2.8 [CMT02, Theorem 1]. Let λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . ) and µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . ).

(i) If λ1 + λ2 + · · · + λr = µ1 + µ2 + · · · + µr for some r, and we let

λ(0) = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λr), µ(0) = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µr),

λ(1) = (λr+1, λr+2, . . . ), µ(1) = (µr+1, µr+2, . . . ),

then de,0
λµ

(v) = de,0
λ(0)µ(0)(v)de,0

λ(1)µ(1)(v).
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(ii) If λ′1 + λ′2 + · · · + λ′r = µ′1 + µ′2 + · · · + µ′r for some r, and we let

λ(0) = (min(λ1, r),min(λ2, r), . . . ), µ(0) = (min(µ1, r),min(µ2, r), . . . ),

λ(1) = (max(λ1 − r, 0),max(λ2 − r, 0), . . . ), µ(1) = (max(µ1 − r, 0),max(µ2 − r, 0), . . . ),

then de,0
λµ

(v) = de,0
λ(0)µ(0)(v)de,0

λ(1)µ(1)(v).

Theorem 2.9 [Don98, 4.2(9) and 4.2(15)]. If λ, µ, λ(0), µ(0), λ(1), and µ(1) are as in either case above,
then de,p

λµ
(1) = de,p

λ(0)µ(0)(1)de,p
λ(1)µ(1)(1).

Remark. In the special case of r = 1, this was proved earlier, in [Jam81, Theorems 1 and 2].

2.7 Scopes equivalences

In several places, we will make use of certain Morita equivalences between blocks of Hecke
algebras, known as Scopes equivalences. Scopes introduced these for the symmetric groups
in [Sco91], and this theory was easily generalised to the Hecke algebras by Jost [Jos97].

First, note that the definition of abacus that we are using is convenient for our purpose, but
usually a truncated version of this abacus is used, where we do not allow the runners to extend
infinitely upwards. In truncating the abacus, we are essentially forcing an abacus display to
have finitely many beads. In this setting, it is common to then use beta-numbers βi = λi − i + r,
for r > λ′1, to yield an abacus display with r beads. We may adjust r in order to give a clean
description of the Scopes equivalence. So a given partition can have many different abacus
displays. When applying the Scopes equivalence, we number the runners of a chosen abacus
display 0, 1, . . . , e − 1, so that position i is on runner i for each i = 0, 1, . . . , e − 1.

Suppose that B = B(ρ,w) is a block of Hn , and that for some i an abacus display for ρ (or
equivalently, for any partition in B) has k more beads on runner i than on runner i− 1, for some
k > w. Let A be the block of Hn−k of weight w and core Φ(ρ), whose abacus display is obtained
from that of ρ by swapping runners i and i− 1. We may define this map Φ in the same way for
any partition λ ∈ B. That is, we swap runners i and i − 1 of the corresponding abacus display
for λ, yielding a partition Φ(λ) ∈ A.

If i = 0, we actually want to swap runners 0 and e − 1, and in doing so we need k + 1 more
beads on runner 0 than runner e − 1. We will favour changing r to avoid the need for this
exceptional treatment.

For example, taking (core) partitions (22, 12) and (2, 12), with e = 3, we have the following
two abacus displays and their truncations. Choosing r = 9, we have

↔

while r = 10 gives us the below abacus display, for which we may apply the map Φ as depicted.

↔
Φ
−−−−→ ↔

Scopes showed that this Φ is a bijection from B to A, that maps e-regular partitions to e-
regular partitions. We say that such a pair of blocks forms a [w : k] pair. Note that many authors
do not assume that k > w when using this terminology, unlike in the present paper.
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Theorem 2.10 [Jos97, Theorem 7.3]. If B and A are blocks of Hn and Hn−k as above, forming a
[w : k] pair for k > w, then they are Morita equivalent via Dλ

↔ DΦ(λ) and Sλ ↔ SΦ(λ). In particular,
if λ and µ are partitions of n, with µ e-regular, then for any p > 0, de,p

λµ
(1) = de,p

Φ(λ)Φ(µ)(1).

2.8 Reduction theorem and Jantzen filtration

Proposition 2.11. Let A be a Schurian-finite algebra.

(i) If B is a factor algebra of A, then B is Schurian-finite.

(ii) If B = eAe, for an idempotent e ∈ A, then B is Schurian-finite.

Proof. (i) is obvious. (ii) follows from [Ada16, Proposition 2.4]. �

Corollary 2.12. If the Gabriel quiver of a finite-dimensional algebra A over F contains the quiver of
an affine Dynkin diagram with zigzag orientation (i.e. such that every vertex is a sink or a source) as a
subquiver, then A is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. We may assume that A is a basic algebra without loss of generality. Then, A � FQ/I,
for a finite quiver Q and an admissible ideal I ⊆ FQ. Let e ∈ A be the sum of the idempotents
associated with the vertices of the subquiver. Then, since the path algebra of the subquiver we
consider here is radical square zero, we have a surjective algebra homomorphism from eAe to
the path algebra of the subquiver. The latter has preprojective and preinjective components with
infinitely many vertices, by [ASS06, Chap. VIII, Corollary 2.3], each of which are Schurian, by
[ASS06, Chap. VIII, Lemma 2.7]. Finally, Proposition 2.11 implies that A is Schurian-infinite. �

The following is Shan’s theorem [Sha12, Theorem 0.1].

Theorem 2.13 [Sha12, Theorem 0.1]. Suppose that q = exp(−2πi/e) ∈ C with e > 3. Let λ, µ be
partitions of n and the modules W(λ′) and L(µ′) over the q-Schur algebra Sq(n,n) are the Weyl module
with highest weight λ′ and the irreducible module with highest weight µ′, respectively. Then, the graded
decomposition numbers are given by the Jantzen filtration of W(λ′) as follows.

de,0
λµ

(v) =
∑
i>0

[JiW(λ′)/Ji+1W(λ′) : L(µ′)]vi

Furthermore, as is pointed out in [Sha12, Remark 6.6], the radical filtration of W(λ′) co-
incides with the Jantzen filtration by the dual statement of [BB93, Lemma 5.2.2] and [Sha12,
Proposition 5.5] which proves that the geometric Jantzen filtration gives rise to the Jantzen
filtration of W(λ′). The assumption of [BB93, Lemma 5.2.2] for finite-dimensional Schubert
varieties is known to hold. In particular, if [J1W(λ′)/J2W(λ′) : L(µ′)] , 0, then W(λ′) has a
quotient that is a uniserial module of length two whose head is L(λ′) and whose socle is L(µ′).

Lemma 2.14. Suppose that q = exp(−2πi/e) ∈ C with e > 3 as above. If λ, µ are e-regular partitions
of n and the coefficient of v in de,0

λµ
(v) is nonzero, then Ext1(Dλ,Dµ) = Ext1(Dµ,Dλ) , 0.

Proof. By the remark after Theorem 2.13, L(µ′) appears in Rad(W(λ′))/Rad2(W(λ′)). Since µ′ is
e-restricted, the Schur functor sends W(λ′) to the dual Specht module Sλ′ � Sλ ⊗ sgn and L(µ′)
to Dµ

⊗ sgn. That Dλ is the unique head of Sλ implies that Dµ appears in the second layer of
the radical series of Sλ. �

Proposition 2.15. Suppose that e > 3 and F has characteristic p > 0. If a submatrix of the graded
decomposition matrix in characteristic 0 is one of the following matrices, and de,p

λµ
(1) = de,0

λµ
(1) holds, for

all e-regular partitions λ, µ that label rows of the submatrix, then the block in which those partitions
belong is Schurian-infinite.
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1
v 1
0 v 1
v v2 v 1

 (†)


1
v 1
v2 v 1
v 0 v 1

 (†′)


1
v 1
v2 v 1
v v2 v 1

 (†′′)


1
v 1
v 0 1
v2 v v 1

 (‡)


1
0 1
v v 1
v v 0 1

 (♣)


1
0 1
v v 1
0 v2 v 1
v2 0 v 0 1

 (♠)

Proof. Let B denote the block in characteristic 0 in which the four or the five partitions that
label the rows and columns of the submatrix belong, and let BF denote the corresponding block
in characteristic p. Denote the e-regular partitions by λ(i), for 1 6 i 6 4 or 1 6 i 6 5. Then,
Lemma 2.14 implies that we have an A(1)

3 quiver (square) or a D(1)
4 quiver (4-pointed star) with

zigzag orientation as a subquiver of the Gabriel quiver of B. By Lemma 2.2, de,p
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v).

Let Dµ and Dµ
F

be the simple B-module and the simple BF-module labeled by µ, respectively.
We denote by SλF the Specht BF-module labeled by λ. Now we consider the modular reduction
of Dλ /Rad2(Dλ) as a factor module of SλF. If de,0

λµ
(v) = v2, then [Sλ /Rad2(Sλ) : Dµ] = 0.

Then, de,p
λµ

(1) = de,0
λµ

(1) ∈ {0, 1} implies that Dµ
F

does not appear in the modular reduction of

Dλ /Rad2(Dλ) as a composition factor.
The same argument shows that Dλ

F appears with multiplicity 1 as the unique head of
the modular reduction of Dλ /Rad2(Dλ), and Dµ

F
appears with multiplicity 1 as one of the

composition factors of the modular reduction if de,0
λµ

(v) = v, and all the other composition

factors of the modular reduction are Dν
F where ν is not among the four or five partitions λ(i).

Therefore, we may obtain an indecomposable BF-module that has the unique head Dλ
F and

submodules Dµ
F

for µ with de,0
λµ

(v) = v, and all the other composition factors of the module are

Dν
F for partitions ν that are not among those we have labelled by λ(i).

Let Pµ
F

be the projective cover of Dµ
F

and let t be the sum of the idempotents in the basic
algebras of BF that are projectors to Pλ

(i)

F
, summing over all i. Then t kills every simple module

Dν
F that is not labelled by some λ(i). Since Rad(tBFt) = t Rad(BF)t, it follows that we have

Ext1(t Dλ
F, t Dµ

F
) , 0, for simple tBFt-modules t Dλ

F and t Dµ
F

with de,0
λµ

(v) = v. This implies that

the Gabriel quiver of tBFt contains either A(1)
3 or D(1)

4 quiver with zigzag orientation, so that the
Gabriel quiver of BF contains one of them as a subquiver. We apply Corollary 2.12 to conclude
that BF is Schurian-infinite. �

3 Graded Scopes Equivalence

We consider the Scopes equivalence (c.f. Subsection 2.7) in the graded setting. Suppose that B
and A form a [w : k] pair, and consider its graded version, which we denote by the cyclotomic
KLR algebras RΛ0(β) and RΛ0(β − kαi), respectively. Throughout this section we assume that
either p - e or p = e, so that there are blocks of some Hecke algebras that RΛ0(β) and RΛ0(β− kαi)
are isomorphic to.
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We may define the Scopes restriction and induction functors in the graded setting to be
the (graded) cyclotomic divided powers e(k)

i and f (k)
i (c.f. [BK09b, Section 4.6]), but we take a

different approach.
Recall that if a pair of blocks B and A forms a [w : k] pair, then the ungraded Scopes

restriction functor is the composition of four functors [Jos97], and that the ungraded Scopes
induction functor is its adjoint functor. We may consider the graded version of the Scopes
restriction functor.

Define Nk to be the graded algebra with generators u j with deg u j = −2, 1 6 j 6 k − 1,
obeying u2

j = 0 and the braid relations. Let F[x1, . . . , xk] be the polynomial ring with degree
given by deg xa = 2. Let e j, for 1 6 j 6 k, be the elementary symmetric polynomials in x1, . . . , xk,
and I = (e1, . . . , ek) the ideal generated by them. Then,Nk ⊗ F[x1, . . . , xk], with the relations

u jxa = xau j (a , j, j + 1), u jx j+1 − x ju j = 1 = x j+1u j − u jx j

is a graded algebra that is isomorphic to R(kαi). We denote by Y the R(kαi)-module realised
on F[x1, . . . , xk]/I, where xa acts by multiplication and u j acts as the divided difference ∂i =
(xi+1−xi)−1(1− si). The graded R(kαi)-module Y is the unique irreducible graded R(kαi)-module
up to shift.

Let Hk be the subalgebra of R(kαi) generated by Ti = uixi − qxiui, for 1 6 i 6 k − 1. We
consider Hk as a graded algebra concentrated in degree 0, and may view any R(kαi)-module
as a graded Hk-module by restriction. Then, Y is a graded Hk-module whose degree zero
component is isomorphic to the sign module S(1k). We denote by P the projective cover of the
Hk-module S(1k) concentrated in degree zero.

Let eβ−kαi,kαi ∈ RΛ0(β) be the sum of the idempotents e(res(T) ∗ ik), where T runs through
standard tableaux of partitions of n − k which belong to the block A. Then, for a graded
RΛ0(β)-module M, eβ−kαi,kαiM is a graded RΛ0(β − kαi) �Hk-module.

Definition 3.1. The graded Scopes functor is the functor from the category of finite-dimensional
graded RΛ0(β)-modules to the category of finite-dimensional graded RΛ0(β−kαi)-modules given
by

M 7−→ HomHk(P, eβ−kαi,kαiM),

where homomorphism are degree preserving homomorphisms. This is an exact functor.

Since w 6 k, every partition λ that belongs to RΛ0(β) satisfies εi(λ) = k, as was proved in the
proof of [Sco91, Lemma 2.1], so that the graded Scopes functor is a subfunctor of emax

i = ek
i . The

correspondence λ 7→ Φ(λ) is nothing but λ 7→ ẽmax
i λ = ẽk

iλ.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose B and A form a [w : k] pair.

(i) The graded Scopes functor sends graded Specht module Sλ to SΦ(λ), for partitions λ.

(ii) The graded Scopes functor sends graded simple module Dλ to DΦ(λ), for e-regular partitions λ.

(iii) If we forget the grading, the graded Scopes functor coincides with the ungraded Scopes functor
defined in [Jos97].

(iv) de,p
λµ

(v) = de,p
Φ(λ)Φ(µ)(v), for any p > 0.

(v) The category of finite-dimensional graded B-modules is category equivalent to the category of
finite-dimensional graded A-modules.

Proof. (i) We see that eβ−kαi,kαi Sλ � SΦ(λ)
⊗Y by [Mat18, Corollary 5.8]. Then, HomHk(P,Y) =

HomHk(P, S
(1k)) = F and

HomHk(P, S
Φ(λ)
⊗Y) � SΦ(λ)

⊗HomHk(P,Y) � SΦ(λ)

follows.
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(ii) Note that the composition factors of Sλ are Dµ with µ B λ, up to shift. Since λ 7→ Φ(λ)
respects the lexicographic order [Sco91, Lemma 2.2], and de,p

λµ
(1) = de,p

Φ(λ)Φ(µ)(1), for any
p > 0 [Jos97, Lemma 5.3], we have the result for the graded Scopes functor by using (i)
and induction on the reverse lexicographic order.

(iii) Recall the definition of Jost’s Scopes functor. After restricting an Hn-module to Hn−k�Hk,
we tensor it with the ungraded right Hk-module S(k)∗. He showed that the restriction
of Dλ is isomorphic to DΦ(λ) �Hk [Jos97, Corollary 6.3]. Hence, the restricted module
viewed as an Hk-module is free of finite rank.

(a) If we restrict an ungraded RΛ0(β)-module to Hn−k �Hk, and view it as an RΛ0(β −
kαi) �Hk-module through the algebra homomorphism

RΛ0(β − kαi) �Hk ↪→Hn−k �Hk ↪→Hn,

each composition factor Dλ changes to DΦ(λ)
⊗Hk, and tensoring it with S(k)∗ over

Hk has the effect that we replace Hk with F.

(b) If we restrict a graded RΛ0(β)-module to RΛ0(β − kα) �Hk, each composition factor
Dλ
〈d〉 changes to DΦ(λ)

〈d〉⊗Y, and taking the space of degree preserving Hk-module
homomorphisms from P has the effect that we replace Y with F.

Comparing (a) and (b), we know that our graded Scopes functor coincides with Jost’s, if
we forget the grading. More precisely, we prove the next result.

Let Φ1 be our functor defined in Definition 3.1, and let Φ2 be Jost’s functor.
Then, For ◦Φ1 � Φ2 ◦ For, where For is the forgetful functor.

For any RΛ0(β)-module M, we have the inclusion of graded RΛ0(β − kαi)-modules

Φ1(M) = (eβ−kαi,kαiM)0 −→M,

where (eβ−kαi,kαiM)0 is the degree 0 part of eβ−kαi,kαiM with respect to the graded R(kαi)-
module structure. We choose a composition series

0 = M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Ml = M.

Then, 0 → Ml−1 → M → Dλ
〈d〉 → 0, for some λ and d. We show by induction on the

length of modules that the inclusion above induces For ◦ Φ1(M) � Φ2 ◦ For(M). Assume
that For ◦Φ1(Mk) � Φ2 ◦ For(Mk) holds for 1 6 k 6 l − 1, and we restrict the module M to
RΛ0(n − k) � R(k). Then, we have the commutative diagram of Hn−k-modules

0 // For(eβ−kαi,kαiMl−1)0 //

��

For(eβ−kαi,kαiM)0 //

��

For(eβ−kαi,kαi Dλ
〈d〉)0 //

��

0

0 // For(Ml−1) //

��

For(M) //

��

For(Dλ) //

��

0

S(k)∗
⊗Hk For(Ml−1) //

��

S(k)∗
⊗Hk For(M) //

��

S(k)∗
⊗Hk (For(DΦ(λ)) �Hk) //

��

0

0 // Φ2(For(Ml−1)) // Φ2(For(M)) // Φ2(For(Dλ
〈d〉)) // 0
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where the first vertical arrow is the inclusion, the third vertical arrow is the block trun-
cation. Note that For(Dλ) restricts to For(DΦ(λ)) �Hk. Hence, we have the commutative
diagram

0 // For(Φ1(Ml−1)) //

��

For(Φ1(M)) //

��

For(Φ1(Dλ
〈d〉)) //

��

0

0 // Φ2(For(Ml−1)) // Φ2(For(M)) // Φ2(For(Dλ
〈d〉)) // 0

such that the left vertical arrow and the right vertical arrow are isomorphisms by the
induction hypothesis. By the five lemma, we deduce that For ◦Φ1(M) � Φ2 ◦ For(M).

(iv) Since de,p
λµ

(1) = de,p
Φ(λ)Φ(µ)(1), for any p > 0, this follows from (i) and (ii).

(v) We have to show that the graded Scopes functor is fully faithful and dense. Since the
ungraded Scopes functor induces category equivalence, (iii) implies the fully faithfulness.
To see that it is dense, we argue by induction on the length of graded modules. Suppose
that

0→ DΦ(λ)
→M→ N→ 0

and that L maps to N under the graded Scopes functor. Choose the element in
EXT1(N,DΦ(λ)) which represents this extension.

Since Ext1(N,DΦ(λ)) � Ext1(L,Dλ) by the ungraded Scopes equivalence [Jos97, Theo-
rem 7.3], we may choose the corresponding element in EXT1(L,Dλ) which gives a short
exact sequence of graded modules

0→ Dλ
→ X→ L→ 0.

Then, it induces 0 → DΦ(λ)
→ X′ → N → 0, where X′ is the image of X under the

graded Scopes functor, and we have an isomorphism X′ � M if we forget the grading.
This isomorphism is a sum of homomorphisms of various degrees. However, since the
homomorphisms in the short exact sequences are all degree 0 homomorphisms, this
isomorphism is pure of degree 0. Hence the graded Scopes functor is a dense functor. �

Remark. Since the indecomposable direct summands of the regular module of R(kαi) are
F[x1, . . . , xk]〈−2 j〉, where 0 6 j 6 k(k − 1)/2, and

f k
i N = RΛ0(β)eβ−kαi,kαi ⊗RΛ0 (β−kαi) N � RΛ0(β)eβ−kαi,kαi ⊗RΛ0 (β−kαi)�R(kαi) N ⊗ R(kαi),

we may define the graded Scopes induction functor by

N 7−→ RΛ0(β)eβ−kαi,kαi ⊗RΛ0 (β−kαi)�R(kαi) N ⊗ F[x1, . . . , xk]〈−k(k − 1)〉.

This is an exact functor. Moreover, [HM12, Corollary 4.7] implies that the graded Scopes
functor sends SΦ(λ) to Sλ.

Unlike the Scopes restriction functor, we may generalise Scopes and Jost’s induction functor
in a straightforward manner. Namely, we may define

N 7−→ RΛ0(β)eβ−kαi,kαi ⊗RΛ0 (β−kαi)�R(k) N ⊗ S(k) .

We have not checked whether it coincides with our definition (up to shift) or not.
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4 Weight 2 blocks

In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1 for weight 2 blocks. We will follow the notations
and conventions of the note of Fayers [Fay21]. This will allow us to work in a great deal of
generality. As we noted in the remarks before the statement of Theorem 1.1, if e = 2 and p , 2,
weight 2 blocks of the Hecke algebra are known to be Schurian-finite, and we are unable to
handle the case e = p = 2. So we will assume throughout this paper that e > 3. Originally,
we were able to prove Theorem 1.1 for weight 2 blocks when p , 2 by applying the results
of [Fay21], but the proof we present here extends more readily into the weight 3 case.

By Theorem 2.3, when w = 2, de,0
λµ

(v) = de,p
λµ

(v) for all p , 2, so we may rely on characteristic
0 results throughout this section, unless p = 2. Thus, we also assume that p , 2 in this section,
except where explicitly stated, but otherwise we allow e and p to be arbitrary.

We work across five separate cases, depending on the abacus for the core ρ indexing a given
block B(ρ, 2), finding the submatrices, (†), (‡), or (♠) from Proposition 2.15 in each case. The
runner-removal result in Theorem 2.7 will be key to reducing our necessary computations to
known small rank cases.

4.1 pe−1 − pe−3 < e

First, suppose that ρ satisfies pe−1 − pe−3 < e, and p , 2.
We will obtain the 4 × 4 submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix for the block, with

rows and columns indexed by the partitions 〈e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 3〉, and 〈e − 3, e − 1〉, and see
that it is (†).

It is clear that for these four partitions, we may apply the runner removal result Theorem 2.7
to remove all but runners e − 3, e − 2, and e − 1, leaving the abacus configuration of the core as
one of those depicted below.

We place pe−3 on the leftmost runner. Then, we may, without loss of generality, work with
the first display above. The corresponding four partitions then become (6), (5, 1), (4, 12), and
(3, 2, 1), from which we may deduce that the corresponding submatrix (for e = 3) is known to
be (†) – for instance, see [Mat99, Appendix B]. The result now follows.

Now, if p = 2, we may directly apply Theorem 2.6; note that we do so for our four partitions
on the e-runner abacus, as we cannot appeal to a runner removal result here. None of our
partitions are of the form 〈i2〉 for any i, and λ and µ are adjacent whenever de,0

λµ
(v) = v, so that

we get the same subquiver of the Gabriel quiver of B in characteristic 2 as characteristic 0 –
i.e. we have an A(1)

3 quiver (square) with zigzag orientation as a subquiver.
Alternatively, we may apply Theorem 2.4. Since

de,2
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v) +
∑
νCµ

de,0
λν

(v)aνµ(v),

and de,0
λν

(v) = 0 unless λ P ν, it suffices to note that no 〈e − 3, e − 1〉 P ν C 〈e − 1〉 can be of the
form 〈i2〉, and thus that every summand on the right has either de,0

λν
(v) = 0 or aνµ(v) = 0.

In other words, the submatrix we found in other characteristics is identical in characteristic
2, and we may apply Proposition 2.15.
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4.2 pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e, but pe−1 − pe−3 > e

Next, suppose that ρ satisfies pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e, but pe−1 − pe−3 > e.
We will obtain the 4 × 4 submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix for the block, with

rows and columns indexed by the partitions 〈e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, and 〈(e − 1)2
〉, and see

that it is (†).
As in Subsection 4.1, it is clear that for these four partitions, we may apply the runner

removal result Theorem 2.7 to remove all but runners e − 3, e − 2, and e − 1, leaving the abacus
configuration of the core as depicted below, where we place pe−3 on the leftmost runner. Then
it is easy to see that pe−2 cannot be on the middle runner.

The corresponding four partitions then become (7), (5, 2), (4, 3), and (4, 2, 1), from which we
may deduce that the corresponding submatrix (for e = 3) is known to be (†) – for instance, see
[Mat99, Appendix B]. The result now follows.

Now, if p = 2, we may directly apply Theorem 2.6 as in Subsection 4.1 – only one of our
partitions is of the form 〈i2〉 for any i (that is, when i = e−1), but we do not have e−20e−1. Again,
λ and µ are adjacent whenever de,0

λµ
(v) = v, so that we get the same subquiver of the Gabriel

quiver in characteristic 2 as characteristic 0 – i.e. an A(1)
3 quiver (square) with zigzag orientation.

Alternatively, we may apply Theorem 2.4 as in Subsection 4.1. Now, note that the only
〈(e − 1)2

〉 P ν C 〈e − 1〉 of the form 〈i2〉 is 〈(e − 1)2
〉, and thus that every summand on the right

has either de,0
λν

(v) = 0 or aνµ(v) = 0, except the summand with ν = 〈(e− 1)2
〉, which only occurs if

λ = 〈(e − 1)2
〉 to. In this case, if µ is any one of our four possible partitions, the above becomes

de,2
〈(e−1)2〉µ

(v) = de,0
〈(e−1)2〉µ

(v) + de,0
〈(e−1)2〉〈(e−1)2〉

(v)a〈(e−1)2〉µ(v)

= de,0
〈(e−1)2〉µ

(v) + a〈(e−1)2〉µ(v)

= de,0
〈(e−1)2〉µ

(v) by Theorem 2.4, as pe−1 − pe−2 < e, or e−21e−1.

In other words, the submatrix we found in other characteristics is again identical in character-
istic 2.

4.3 pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e

Next, suppose that ρ satisfies pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e.
We will obtain the 4 × 4 submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix for the block, with

rows and columns indexed by the partitions 〈e − 1〉, 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, and 〈e − 3〉, and see
that it is (†).

As in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that for these four partitions, we may apply the
runner removal result Theorem 2.7 to remove all but runners e − 3, e − 2, and e − 1, leaving
abacus displays with e = 3. We must have either pe−2 = pe−3 + 1 and pe−1 = pe−2 + (k − 1)e + 1
or pe−2 = pe−3 + 2 and pe−1 = pe−2 + (k − 1)e + 2, for some k > 2. The corresponding k + 3 bead
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abacus displays are depicted below.

Here, the diagrams have k more beads on the first and second runners, respectively, than on
the other two. Because of this, swapping the 0- and 1-runners (i.e. the leftmost and middle
runners) or the 1- and 2-runners (i.e. the middle and rightmost runners) always involves
swapping runners on which the number of beads differ by at least w = 2.

For k > 2, we let ρ(2k−3) := (2k−2, 2k−4, . . . , 2) denote the partition with abacus display on the
left above (satisfying pe−2 = pe−3+1 and pe−1 = pe−2+(k−1)e+1) and ρ(2k−2) := (2k−1, 2k−3, . . . , 1)
denote the partition with abacus display on the right above (satisfying pe−2 = pe−3 + 2 and
pe−1 = pe−2 + (k − 1)e + 2) Then our first few partitions are ρ(1) = (2), ρ(2) = (3, 1), ρ(3) = (4, 2),
ρ(4) = (5, 3, 1), and ρ(5) = (6, 4, 2). It is clear that swapping the 0- and 1-runners swaps ρ(2k−3)

and ρ(2k−2), while swapping the 1- and 2-runners of the above abacus display for ρ(2k−2) yields
a k + 3 bead abacus display for ρ(2k−1). But ρ(2k−1) has a (k + 1) + 3 bead abacus display as above,
so that we can again swap the 0- and 1-runners to obtain ρ(2k), and so on. Then we see that all
possible cores in this case are among our partitions ρ(i), and they may be recursively obtained
from ρ(1) = (2) by swapping adjacent runners, where one has k > 2 = w more beads than the
others. So we may apply Proposition 3.2, and reduce our computation to the case of the block
with core (2).

Notice that when we swap the 0- and 1-runners to interchange ρ(2k−3) and ρ(2k−2), this
corresponds to performing (1 − k)-induction or (1 − k)-restriction on the core (where we take
the residue of 1 − k modulo 3). Similarly, when swapping the 1- and 2-runners to interchange
ρ(2k−2) and ρ(2k−1), this corresponds to performing (2 − k)-induction or (2 − k)-restriction on the
core.

Thus, we may alternatively characterise our runner swaps above as applying (maximal
powers of) Kashiwara operators recursively to the cores, and the partitions in those blocks, as
follows. For i > 0,

ρ(6i+2) = f̃2
3i+2

ρ(6i+1), ρ(6i+3) = f̃0
3i+2

ρ(6i+2), ρ(6i+4) = f̃1
3i+3

ρ(6i+3),

ρ(6i+5) = f̃2
3i+3

ρ(6i+4), ρ(6i+6) = f̃0
3i+4

ρ(6i+5), ρ(6i+7) = f̃1
3i+4

ρ(6i+6).

Since Scopes equivalences preserve our labelling of Specht modules and simple modules when
we reduce to the block with core (2), we have for this block that 〈e−1〉 = (8), 〈e−2, e−1〉 = (5, 2, 1),
〈e− 2〉 = (4, 3, 1), and 〈e− 3〉 = (32, 12), from which we may deduce that the corresponding sub-
matrix is known to be (†) – for instance, see [Mat99, Appendix B]. The result now follows.

Now, if p = 2, we may argue as in Subsection 4.1, by directly applying Theorem 2.6 – none
of our partitions are of the form 〈i2〉 for any i, and λ and µ are adjacent whenever de,0

λµ
(v) = v,

so that we get the same subquiver of the Gabriel quiver in characteristic 2 as characteristic 0 –
i.e. an A(1)

3 quiver (square) with zigzag orientation.

4.4 pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e

Next, suppose that ρ satisfies pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e.
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We will obtain the 4 × 4 submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix for the block, with
rows and columns indexed by the partitions 〈e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, and 〈(e − 1)2

〉, and see
that it is (†).

This case proceeds analogously to the one handled in Subsection 4.3. As before, it is clear
that for these four partitions, we may apply the runner removal result Theorem 2.7 to remove
all but runners e − 3, e − 2, and e − 1, leaving abacus displays with e = 3. We must have either
pe−2 = pe−3 + (k − 1)e + 1 and pe−1 = pe−2 + 1 or pe−2 = pe−3 + (k − 1)e + 2 and pe−1 = pe−2 + 2, for
some k > 2. The corresponding (2k + 3) bead abacus displays are depicted below.

Here, the diagrams have k more beads on the leftmost and middle runners than the rightmost,
or k more beads on the leftmost and rightmost runners than the middle one, respectively.

Because of this, swapping the 1- and 2-runners (i.e. the middle and rightmost runners) or
the 0- and 1-runners (i.e. the leftmost and middle runners) always involves swapping runners
on which the number of beads differ by at least w = 2.

For k > 2, we let σ(2k−3) = (ρ(2k−3))′ = ((k − 1)2, (k − 2)2, . . . , 12) denote the partition with
abacus display on the left above (satisfying pe−2 = pe−3 + (k − 1)e + 1 and pe−1 = pe−2 + 1) and
σ(2k−2) = (ρ(2k−2))′ = (k, (k − 1)2, (k − 2)2, . . . , 12) denote the partition with abacus display on
the right above (satisfying pe−2 = pe−3 + (k − 1)e + 2 and pe−1 = pe−2 + 2). Then our first few
partitions are σ(1) = (12), σ(2) = (2, 12), σ(3) = (21, 12), σ(4) = (3, 22, 12), and σ(5) = (32, 22, 12). It is
clear that swapping the 1- and 2-runners swaps σ(2k−3) and σ(2k−2), while swapping the 0- and
1-runners of the above abacus display for σ(2k−2) yields a 2k + 3 bead abacus display for σ(2k−1).
But σ(2k−1) has a 2(k + 1) + 3 bead abacus display as above, so that we can again swap the 0-
and 1-runners to obtain σ(2k), and so on. Then we see that all possible cores in this case are
among our partitions σ(i), and they may be recursively obtained from σ(1) = (12) by swapping
adjacent runners, where one has k > 2 = w more beads than the others. So we may apply
Proposition 3.2, and reduce our computation to the case of the block with core (12).

Notice that when we swap the 0- and 1-runners to interchange σ(2k−3) and σ(2k−2), this
corresponds to performing k-induction on the core (where we take the residue of k modulo
3). Similarly, when swapping the 1- and 2-runners to interchange σ(2k−2) and σ(2k−1), this
corresponds to performing (k + 1)-induction on the core.

Thus, we may alternatively characterise our runner swaps above as applying (maximal
powers of) Kashiwara operators recursively to the cores, and the partitions in those blocks, as
follows.

σ(6i+2) = f̃1
3i+2

σ(6i+1), σ(6i+3) = f̃0
3i+2

σ(6i+2), σ(6i+4) = f̃2
3i+3

σ(6i+3),

σ(6i+5) = f̃1
3i+3

σ(6i+4), σ(6i+6) = f̃0
3i+4

σ(6i+5), σ(6i+7) = f̃2
3i+4

σ(6i+6).

Noting, as before, that Scopes equivalences preserve our labelling of Specht modules and simple
modules when we reduce to the block with core (12), we have for this block that 〈e− 1〉 = (7, 1),
〈e − 2〉 = (6, 2), 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 = (42), and 〈(e − 1)2

〉 = (4, 22), from which we may deduce that the
corresponding submatrix is known to be (†) – for instance, see [Mat99, Appendix B]. The result
now follows.
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Now, if p = 2, the exact same argument we used in Subsection 4.2 shows that we get the
same subquiver of the Gabriel quiver in characteristic 2 as characteristic 0 – i.e. an A(1)

3 quiver
(square) with zigzag orientation.

4.5 pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e

Finally, suppose that ρ satisfies pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e.
We will obtain the 5 × 5 submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix for the block, with

rows and columns indexed by the partitions 〈e− 1〉, 〈(e− 1)2
〉, 〈e− 2, e− 1〉, 〈e− 2〉, and 〈(e− 2)2

〉,
and see that it is (♠).

This case proceeds analogously to the one handled in Subsection 4.3. As before, it is clear
that for these five partitions, we may apply the runner removal result Theorem 2.7 to remove
all but runners e − 3, e − 2, and e − 1, leaving abacus displays with e = 3. Then we have either
pe−1 = pe−2 + ke + 1 and pe−2 = pe−3 + je + 1 or pe−1 = pe−2 + ke + 2 and pe−2 = pe−3 + je + 2, for some
j, k > 1. In this way, we index the cores by the pair of integers (ke + 1, je + 1) or (ke + 2, je + 2), so
we will denote such core by κ(ke+1, je+1) or κ(ke+2, je+2), as appropriate. We will draw the (k+2 j+3)
bead abacus display for κ(ke+1, je+1) as below.

Note that the number of beads on the 0- and 1-runners differ by j, while those on the 1- and
2-runners differ by k.

Similarly, we draw the (k + 2 j + 5) bead abacus display for κ(ke+2, je+2) as below.

Note that the number of beads on the 0- and 1-runners differ by j + 1, while those on the 1- and
2-runners differ by k + j + 1.

It is easy to see that swapping the 1- and 2-runners on the above display yields a (k + 2 j + 5)
bead abacus display for κ(ke+1, je+1). On the other hand, if we start with our (k + 2 j + 3) bead
abacus display for κ(ke+1, je+1), swapping the 0- and 1-runners (which differ by j beads) yields a
(k + 2 j + 3) bead abacus display for κ(ke+2,( j−1)e+2), while swapping the 1- and 2-runners (which
differ by k beads) yields a (k + 2 j + 3) bead abacus display for κ((k−1)e+2, je+2).

Thus we may use the graded Scopes equivalences of Proposition 3.2 to pass between the
blocks with these cores, as in Subsections 4.3 and 4.4. Noting, as before, that Scopes equiva-
lences preserve our labelling of Specht modules and simple modules, it is clear that we can use
Scopes equivalences to reduce all the way down to the block with core κ(e+1,e+1), for which the
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corresponding five partitions then become (9, 12), (6, 4, 1), (6, 3, 2), (5, 4, 2), and (32, 22, 1), from
which we may deduce that the corresponding submatrix is known to be (♠) – for instance, see
[Mat99, Appendix B]. Our result now follows.

Now, if p = 2, we must use different partitions. If e = 3, then the block is labelled by the
3-core (3, 12). By applying Theorem 2.6 our Gabriel quiver is

〈(e − 1)2
〉 〈e − 1〉 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 〈e − 2〉 〈(e − 2)2

〉

α1

β1

α2

β2

α3

β3

α4

β4

so that our methods are unable to determine the Schurian-infiniteness of the block. We use a
different method to prove that it is Schurian-infinite, so we will come back to this case at the
end of the section. Until then, we will assume that e > 4.

If e−40e−3, we take our partitions to be 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, 〈e − 3, e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 3, e − 2〉. Then
Theorem 2.6 gives us that

Ext1(D〈e−2,e−1〉,D〈e−3,e−1〉) � Ext1(D〈e−2,e−1〉,D〈e−2〉)

� Ext1(D〈e−3,e−2〉,D〈e−3,e−1〉) � Ext1(D〈e−3,e−2〉,D〈e−2〉) � F,

provided we can show that the corresponding pairs of partitions are adjacent. In order to do
this, we should again show that these partitions give us (‡) as the corresponding submatrix
of the characteristic 0 graded decomposition matrix – in fact it suffices to pick out the four v
entries. We may use Theorem 2.7 to reduce to the e = 4 situation. Then we may argue as for
p , 2, but this time we must keep track of p3 − p2, p2 − p1, and p1 − p0 – we will again denote
the corresponding core by κp3−p2,p2−p1,p1−p0 .

Then since we can’t ever have pi − p j ≡ 0 (mod 4), it is not so difficult to check that all cores
must fit into one of the following six families:

κie+3, je+3,ke+3, κie+2, je+3,ke+2, κie+1, je+2,ke+3, κie+3, je+2,ke+1, κie+2, je+1,ke+2, or κie+1, je+1,ke+1,

for i, j, k ∈ Z>0. We may check that, as before, we may perform runner swaps to get between
these blocks, and that these will always involve runners whose number of beads differ by
at least 2, so that we may again apply Proposition 3.2 to reduce down to the block with
core κe+1,e+1,e+1 = (6, 32, 13). In this block, we use the partitions 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 = (10, 6, 4, 13),
〈e − 3, e − 1〉 = (10, 33, 22), 〈e − 2〉 = (9, 7, 4, 13), and 〈e − 3, e − 2〉 = (62, 4, 3, 22), and the result
follows.

To see the runner swaps explicitly, we use the Kashiwara operators ẽmax
i on the cores, so

that it is presented more cleanly. Then, taking subscripts modulo e, we have

• ẽi+ j+k+2
3i+2 j+k+2κie+3, je+3,ke+3 = κie+2, je+3,ke+2;

• ẽi+ j+1
3i+2 j+k+1κie+2, je+3,ke+2 = κie+1, je+2,ke+3 and ẽ j+k+1

3i+2 j+k−1κie+2, je+3,ke+2 = κie+3, je+2,ke+1;

• ẽ j+k+1
3i+2 j+k−1κie+1, je+2,ke+3 = κie+2, je+1,ke+2 = ẽi+ j+1

3i+2 j+k+1κie+3, je+2,ke+1;

• ẽi
3i+2 j+kκie+1, je+2,ke+3 = κ(i−1)e+3, je+3,ke+3, ẽ j

3i+2 j+k−2κie+2, je+1,ke+2 = κie+3,( j−1)e+3,ke+3, and

ẽk
3i+2 j+kκie+3, je+2,ke+1 = κie+3, je+3,(k−1)e+3;

• ẽi+ j+k+1
3i+2 j+k κie+2, je+1,ke+2 = κie+1, je+1,ke+1;

• ẽi
3i+2 j+k−1κie+1, je+1,ke+1 = κ(i−1)e+3, je+2,ke+1, ẽ j

3i+2 j+k−2κie+1, je+1,ke+1 = κie+2,( j−1)e+3,ke+2, and

ẽk
3i+2 j+k−3κie+1, je+1,ke+1 = κie+1, je+2,(k−1)e+3.
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Each of these may be easily deduced by analysing the beta-numbers for these cores.
On the other hand, if e−41e−3, we take our partitions to be 〈e− 2〉, 〈e− 3, e− 2〉, 〈e− 3〉, 〈e− 4〉.

Then Theorem 2.6 gives us that

Ext1(D〈e−2〉,D〈e−3,e−2〉) � Ext1(D〈e−2〉,D〈e−4〉) � Ext1(D〈e−3〉,D〈e−3,e−2〉) � Ext1(D〈e−3〉,D〈e−4〉) � F,

provided we can show that the corresponding pairs of partitions are adjacent. This latter point
is proved in an analogous manner to the previous case, essentially setting k = 0 in the previous
case. Then Scopes equivalences reduce this to the case of the block with core κe+1,e+1,1 = (5, 22),
so that our four partitions are 〈e − 2〉 = (8, 6, 3), 〈e − 3, e − 2〉 = (52, 3, 2, 12), 〈e − 3〉 = (5, 4, 32, 12),
and 〈e − 4〉 = (5, 33, 13), giving the matrix (†).

In both cases, we obtain an A(1)
3 quiver (square) with zigzag orientation as a subquiver of

the Gabriel quiver.

Finally, we return to the case e = 3, recalling that up to Scopes equivalence, we are looking
at the block with core (3, 12). As preparation, we first show that Specht modules in this block
are all uniserial.

The simples in this block are labelled by the five partitions λ1 := 〈2〉 = (9, 12), λ2 := 〈22
〉 =

(6, 4, 1), λ3 := 〈1, 2〉 = (6, 3, 2), λ4 := 〈1〉 = (5, 4, 2) and λ5 := 〈12
〉 = (32, 22, 1). The block also

contains the 3-singular partitions λ6 := (6, 15), λ7 := (32, 2, 13), λ8 := (3, 23, 12), and λ9 := (3, 18).
Using the LLT algorithm [LLT96], which computes decomposition numbers, by [Ari96] and
Theorem 2.4, we may deduce that the (ungraded) decomposition matrix is as below.

λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5

λ1 1 · · · ·

λ2 1 1 · · ·

λ3 2 1 1 · ·

λ4 1 1 1 1 ·

λ5 1 0 1 1 1
λ6 0 0 1 0 0
λ7 0 0 1 2 1
λ8 0 0 0 1 1
λ9 0 0 0 1 0

The Mullineux map swaps λ1 and λ4, λ2 and λ5, and fixes λ3.
In the following, we use the terminology of string modules and band modules, for a general

finite-dimensional algebra [STV21]. However, as we use left modules, some care must be taken.
To define the string module M(w), for a walk w on the double quiver of the Gabriel quiver, we
read the walk w from right to left. For example, M(β2β1) is the uniserial module such that the
head is Dλ2 , the heart is Dλ1 and the socle is Dλ3 .

By the decomposition matrix, Sλ9 � Dλ4 . As Sλ8 is a submodule of Pλ5 and [Sλ8] = [Dλ4] +
[Dλ5], Sλ8 is the uniserial module of length two whose head is Dλ4 and whose socle is Dλ5 .
This is the string module M(β4). Next we consider Sλ7 . As it is a submodule of Pλ3 , and
[Sλ7/ Soc(Sλ7)] = 2[Dλ4] + [Dλ5], Ext1(Dλ4 ,Dλ4) = 0 and Ext1(Dλ4 ,Dλ5) = Ext1(Dλ5 ,Dλ4) = F, we
must have that Sλ7 / Soc(Sλ7) � M(α4β4), so that Sλ7 � M(α3α4β4). Hence

Sλ9 � Dλ4 , Sλ8 � M(β4), Sλ7 � M(α3α4β4).

By similar arguments, we obtain

Sλ6 � Dλ3 , Sλ5 � M(α2α3α4), Sλ4 � M(α1α2α3),

Sλ3 � M(β1α1α2), Sλ2 � M(β1), Sλ1 � Dλ1 .
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We have Specht filtration Pλ2 = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 such that

V0/V1 � Sλ2 , V1/V2 � Sλ3 , V2 � Sλ4 .

By the shape of the Gabriel quiver, the head and the socle of Rad(Pλ2)/ Soc(Pλ2) is Dλ1 and its
composition factors are 4[Dλ1] + [Dλ2] + 2[Dλ3] + [Dλ4]. Since Rad(Pλ2)/ Soc(Pλ2) is self-dual,
Dλi appears in the head of Rad(Pλ2)/ Soc(Pλ2) only when Dλi appears at least twice as the
composition factor, so that i = 1 or i = 3, and we may rule out i = 3 since Ext1(Dλ2 ,Dλ3) = 0.
Hence the head and the socle of Rad(Pλ2)/ Soc(Pλ2) is Dλ1 and Rad2(Pλ2)/ Soc2(Pλ2) is self-dual
with composition factors 2[Dλ1] + [Dλ2] + 2[Dλ3] + [Dλ4]. Then, by the same argument as above,
Dλi appears in the head of Rad2(Pλ2)/ Soc2(Pλ2) only when Dλi appears at least twice as the
composition factor, so that i = 1 or i = 3, and we may rule out i = 1 since Ext1(Dλ1 ,Dλ1) = 0.
Hence the head and the socle of Rad2(Pλ2)/ Soc2(Pλ2) is Dλ3 and Rad3(Pλ2)/ Soc3(Pλ2) is self-dual.
It follows that

Rad3(Pλ2)/ Soc3(Pλ2) � M(β1α1) ⊕Dλ4 .

Therefore, relabelling the vertices of the Gabriel quiver as 1, 2, . . . , 5 from left to right, we may
identify the corresponding indecomposable projective module of the basic algebra of the block
as

Fe1

Fβ1

Fβ2β1

H
Fα3β3β2β1

Fα2α3β3β2β1

Fα1α2α3β3β2β1

where H is the direct sum of Fβ3β2β1 and the uniserial module

Fα2β2β1

Fα1α2β2β1

Fβ1α1α2β2β1.

Further, we may obtain several relations, which importantly include α1β1 = 0.
By swapping λ1 and λ4, λ2 and λ5, we obtain the analogous result for Pλ5 .
In the following, we denote by Pλi the indecomposable projective modules over the basic

algebra by abuse of notation. Then right multiplication by α1 gives the unique homomorphism
Pλ2 → Pλ1 up to nonzero scalar multiple. Let S and T be the submodule of Pλ1 generated by
β2β1α1 and β2, respectively. Then, Rad(Pλ1) is the sum of T and the module

Fα1

Fβ1α1

S.

Further, Rad(S) is generated by α2β2β1α1 and β3β2β1α1, Rad(T) is generated by α2β2 and β3β2.
We have a similar result for Pλ4 . On the other hand, Rad(Pλ3) is generated by α2 and β3.

Let A be the quotient algebra of the basic algebra of the block by setting α2 = 0 and β3 = 0.
Further, let t = e2 + e3 + e4 and consider tAt. It is easy to check that tAt � FQ/(ε2, ϕ2), where Q
is the following quiver.

2 3 4ε β α ϕ

Thus, tAt is a gentle algebra. Then tAt is Schurian-infinite, by [Pla19, Proposition 3.3]. We may
also see this by applying [Pla19, Theorem 1.1], observing that there is a band β−αϕα−βε, which
implies that tAt is representation-infinite. The result now follows by Proposition 2.11.
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5 Weight 3 blocks

In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1 for weight 3 blocks. As in Section 4, we will heavily
rely on Proposition 2.15, and thus, by Theorem 2.3 we may assume that p = 0, and deduce the
result for all p > 3.

We once again split our blocks into five separate cases, as in Section 4. In order to index
partitions nicely, we tweak our notation from Subsection 2.3. Our notation is analogous to
that used for example in [Fay08], but slightly different, to keep it compatible with our weight
2 notation choices. Recalling that runner i of the abacus display is by definition the runner
containing the position pi, in this subsection, 〈i〉will denote the partition obtained from the core
by sliding the lowest bead on runner i down three places, while 〈i, j〉 will denote the partition
obtained from the core by sliding the lowest bead on runner i down two places, and the lowest
bead on runner j down one place. Note that we allow i = j, so that 〈i, i〉 is obtained by sliding
the lowest bead on runner i down two places, and the second lowest bead down one place. We
let 〈i2, j〉 denote the partition whose abacus display is obtained from that of the core by sliding
down the lowest two beads on runner i and the lowest bead on runner j one place each. We
let 〈i3〉 denote the partition whose abacus display is obtained from that of the core by sliding
the lowest three beads on runner i down one place each. Finally, we let 〈i, j, k〉, for i < j < k,
denote the partition whose abacus display is obtained from that of the core by sliding down
the lowest bead on runners i, j, and k down one place each.

In order to also compute the graded decomposition numbers in characteristics 2 and 3, we
will use results of Fayers and Tan to determine the adjustment matrices.

Definition 5.1. If B = B(ρ, 3) is a weight 3 block of Hn and the abacus display for ρ satisfies
pi − pi−1 > 2e for all i = 1, . . . , e − 1, then we say that B is a Rouquier block. The collection of all
such blocks of weight 3 forms a Scopes equivalence class. A Rouquier block can be thought of
as the maximal Scopes class for each weight.

Theorem 5.2 [FT06, Proposition 3.1]. Suppose that B is a weight 3 Rouquier block of Hn.

(i) If charF = 2, then aνµ(v) = 1 if (ν, µ) = (〈i3〉, 〈i〉) or (〈i2, k〉, 〈i, k〉), for 1 6 i, k 6 e− 1 with i , k.

(ii) If charF = 3, then aνµ(v) = 1 if (ν, µ) = (〈i3〉, 〈i, i〉) or (〈i, i〉, 〈i〉), for 1 6 i 6 e − 1.

For all other ν and µ, aνµ(v) = δνµ.

For the following result, the reader is invited to see [FT06] for the exact definition of inducing
semi-simply and almost semi-simply – we will only require the explicit determination of when
the former occurs.

Theorem 5.3 [FT06, Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4]. Suppose that B is a weight 3 block of Hn.

(i) If charF = 2, then aνµ(v) = 1 if there is a Rouquier block C and some 1 6 i , k 6 e − 1 such that

• ν induces semi-simply or almost semi-simply to 〈i3〉 in C, while µ induces semi-simply to
〈i〉 in C; or such that

• ν induces semi-simply to 〈i2, k〉 in C, while µ induces semi-simply to 〈i, k〉 in C.

(ii) If charF = 3, then aνµ(v) = 1 if there is a Rouquier block C and some 1 6 i 6 e − 1 such that

• ν induces semi-simply to 〈i3〉 in C, while µ induces semi-simply to 〈i, i〉 in C; or such that
• ν induces semi-simply to 〈i, i〉 in C, while µ induces semi-simply to 〈i〉 in C.

For all other ν and µ, aνµ(v) = δνµ.
In particular, a partition λ in B induces up semi-simply to a partition ω in C of one of the forms

above if and only if ω, λ and B satisfy one of the following sets of conditions, where 1 6 i < k. (Note
that as a matter of convention, we consider pe to be an arbitrary integer satisfying pe > pe−1 + 2e.)
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ω λ Conditions on B

〈i〉 pi+1 − pi > 2e

〈i〉 〈i, i + 1〉 pi+1 − pi < 2e, pi+2 − pi > e

〈i, i + 1, i + 2〉 pi+2 − pi < e

〈i, i〉 〈i, i〉 pi+1 − pi > e, pi − pi−1 > e

〈i2, i + 1〉 pi+1 − pi < e, pi − pi−1 > e

〈i3〉 〈i3〉 pi − pi−1 > 2e

〈i, k〉 pk − pi > 2e, pi+1 − pi > e

〈i, k〉 〈i, i + 1, k〉 pk − pi+1 > e, pi+1 − pi < e

〈k2, i〉 pk − pi+1 < e, pk − pi < 2e, pk − pi−1 > e

〈k, i〉 pk+1 − pk > e, pk − pi > e

〈k, i〉 〈k, k〉 pk+1 − pk > e, pk − pi < e, pk − pi−1 > e

〈i, k, k + 1〉 pk+1 − pk < e, pk − pi > e

〈k2, k + 1〉 pk+1 − pk < e, pk − pi < e, pk − pi−1 > e

〈i2, k〉 〈i2, k〉 pk − pi > e, pi − pi−1 > e

〈k3
〉 pk − pi < e, pk − pi−1 > 2e

〈k2, i〉 〈k2, i〉 pk − pi > 2e, pk − pk−1 > e

〈k3
〉 2e > pk − pi > e, pk − pi−1 > 2e, 2e > pk − pk−1 > e

We will use the above result in the following way. We will find a set of four partitions
in our block such that for each µ among those four partitions, we have aνµ(v) = δνµ. It then
follows, e.g. by the formula above Lemma 2.2, that de,p

λµ
(v) = de,0

λµ
(v) for λ and µ among our four

partitions, and thus we may apply Proposition 2.15. Where possible, we choose our partitions
so that µ does not induce up semi-simply to 〈i〉 or 〈i, k〉 if p = 2, or likewise does not induce up
semi-simply to 〈i, i〉 or 〈i〉 if p = 3. When this is not possible, it can be checked that no partition
ν induces up semi-simply to 〈i3〉 or 〈i2, k〉, or to 〈i3〉 or 〈i, i〉, respectively.

5.1 pe−1 − pe−3 < e

We take the four partitions 〈e − 3〉, 〈e − 1, e − 3〉, 〈e − 2, e − 3〉, and 〈e − 3, e − 2〉.
To compute the corresponding graded decomposition numbers, note that all but runners

e−3, e−2 and e−1 may be removed, using Theorem 2.7, leaving an abacus display with just three
runners. Since pe−1 − pe−3 < e, the abacus display for the core must be one of the following.

They are equivalent, and by convention we work with the first, as in Subsection 4.1. Then our
four partitions mentioned above become (7, 12), (6, 2, 1), (5, 22) and (4, 3, 2), respectively, from
which we may deduce that the corresponding submatrix (for e = 3) is known to be (†) – for
instance, see [Mat99, Appendix B].
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If p = 2 or 3, we may apply Theorem 5.3 and note that we have chosen our four partitions
so that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them, in both characteristics (since none of these partitions
induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉). Thus we obtain the same submatrix of the
graded decomposition matrix in any characteristic.

5.2 pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e, but pe−1 − pe−3 > e

The four partitions we must examine are 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, 〈e − 3〉, and 〈e − 2, e − 3〉.
We may again remove all but runners e−3, e−2 and e−1, using Theorem 2.7, leaving an

abacus display with just three runners. After doing so, the remaining configuration for the
e = 3 abacus display is as below.

Thus, our runner removal applied to the abacus displays for 〈e− 2〉, 〈e− 1, e− 2〉, 〈e− 3〉, and
〈e − 2, e − 3〉 yields the four partitions (8, 2), (7, 3), (6, 2, 12), and (5, 22, 1), respectively. Now, the
corresponding submatrix is known to be (†) – e.g. by [Mat99, Appendix B] – which completes
this case.

If p = 2 or 3, we may apply Theorem 5.3 and note, as in Subsection 5.1, that we have chosen
our four partitions so that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them, in both characteristics (since
none of these partitions induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉). Thus we obtain the
same submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix in any characteristic.

5.3 pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 < e

Our choice of partitions depends on the values of pe−1, pe−2 and pe−3, or in other words on which
Scopes class our block lies in. The four partitions we will use are either

(i) 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, and 〈(e − 1)2, e − 3〉;

(ii) 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, 〈e − 3, e − 1〉, 〈e − 3〉, and 〈e − 2, e − 3〉; or

(iii) 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, 〈e − 3, e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, and 〈e − 3〉.

For each case, to compute the corresponding graded decomposition numbers, we may remove
all but the (e−3)-, (e−2)-, and (e−1)-runners from the abacus displays, leaving an abacus display
for e = 3. The remaining core may be any of the cores ρ(i) from Subsection 4.3, and the reader
may refer to that section for abacus displays for the first few. Recall that for j > 1, we may
swap adjacent runners to get between ρ(2 j) and either ρ(2 j−1) or ρ(2 j+1), each involve swapping
runners on which the number of beads differs by j + 1. Then if j > 2, this gives us a Scopes
equivalence between blocks. In other words, if we can prove our result for the blocks with
cores ρ(1) = (2), ρ(2) = (3, 1), and ρ(3) = (4, 2), the result will follow.

For the block with core (2) (after reduction by runner removal), we take the four partitions
in (i) above, which are (8, 3), (8, 2, 1), (5, 32), and (5, 3, 2, 1), respectively. One can check that the
corresponding submatrix is (†), e.g. by the LLT algorithm [LLT96].

For the block with core (3, 1), we take the four partitions in (ii) above, which are (6, 4, 3),
(6, 3, 2, 12), (5, 4, 2, 12), and (42, 22, 1), respectively. One can check that the corresponding sub-
matrix is (†′′).
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For the block with core (4, 2), we take the four partitions in (iii) above, which are (7, 4, 3, 1),
(7, 32, 12), (6, 5, 3, 1), (52, 3, 12), respectively. Then one can check that the corresponding subma-
trix is (‡), e.g. by the LLT algorithm. The result now follows when p > 3.

If p = 2 or 3, we may apply Theorem 5.3 and note, as in Subsection 5.1, that we have chosen
our four partitions so that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them, in both characteristics for cores
(2) and (3, 1), and in characteristic 3 for the core (4, 2).

To see this, note the following.

(i) In the block with core (2), we have that

• 〈e − 1, e − 1〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 1, e − 1〉 in a Rouquier block;

• 〈e − 1, e − 2〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 1, e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block;

• 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 in a Rouquier block;

• 〈(e − 1)2, e − 3〉 doesn’t induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉 in a Rouquier
block.

Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈(e − 1)3
〉, 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, or 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉 in a

Rouquier block, we still get that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when
p = 2 or 3.

(ii) In the block with core (3, 1), we have that none of our partitions induce up semi-simply to
any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉 except for 〈(e−1)2, e−2〉, which induces up semi-simply to 〈e−2, e−1〉
in a Rouquier block. Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉 in a Rouquier
block, we still get that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when p = 2 or 3.

(iii) In the block with core (4, 2), none of our partitions induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉 or
〈i, i〉, except for 〈e − 2〉, which induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block.
Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 2, e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block, we still get that
aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when p = 3.

Thus we obtain the same submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix in any character-
istic, except for the block with core (4, 2) in characteristic 2. For this, we must choose different
partitions – we take 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, 〈e − 2, e − 1〉, and 〈e − 3, e − 1〉. We may again
use runner-removal to reduce the computation of the characteristic zero graded decomposition
numbers, yielding partitions (10, 5), (7, 5, 2, 1), (7, 4, 3, 1), and (7, 32, 12), whence we obtain the
submatrix (†′′).

Now, since none of our four partitions induce semi-simply to any 〈i〉 or 〈i, k〉, by Theorem 5.3,
we have aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them, and thus that we obtain the same submatrix of the
graded decomposition matrix in characteristics 0 and 2.

Thus, in all cases above, Proposition 2.15 yields our result.

5.4 pe−1 − pe−2 < e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e

Our choice of partitions depends on the values of pe−1, pe−2 and pe−3, or in other words on which
Scopes class our block lies in. The four partitions we will use are either

(i) 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, 〈e − 2, e − 2〉, 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, and 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉;

(ii) 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, and 〈e − 2, e − 2〉; or

(iii) 〈e − 1〉, 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, and 〈e − 1, e − 1〉.
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For each case, to compute the corresponding graded decomposition numbers, we may remove
all but the (e−3)-, (e−2)-, and (e−1)-runners from the abacus displays, leaving an abacus display
for e = 3.

The remaining core may be any of the cores σ(i) from Subsection 4.4, and the reader may refer
to that section for abacus displays for the first few. As in Subsection 5.3, our Scopes equivalences
reduce the problem down to solving for the blocks with cores σ(1) = (12), σ(2) = (2, 12), and
σ(3) = (22, 12).

For the block with core (12) (after reduction by runner removal), we take the four partitions
in (i) above, which are (7, 22), (6, 22, 1), (42, 3), and (42, 2, 1), respectively. One can check that the
corresponding submatrix is (‡), e.g. by the LLT algorithm.

For the block with core (2, 12), we take the four partitions in (ii) above, which are (9, 3, 1),
(8, 4, 1), (8, 3, 2), and (6, 3, 22), respectively. One can check that the corresponding submatrix is
(†′′).

For the block with core (22, 12), we take the four partitions in (iii) above, which are (11, 2, 12),
(10, 3, 12), (8, 5, 12), and (8, 32, 1), respectively. One can check that the corresponding submatrix
is (†). The result now follows when p > 3.

If p = 2 or 3, we may apply Theorem 5.3 and note, as in Subsection 5.1, that we have chosen
our four partitions so that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them, in both characteristics for cores
(12) and (2, 12), and in characteristic 3 for the core (22, 12).

To see this, note the following.

(i) In the block with core (12), we have that

• 〈e − 1, e − 1〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 1, e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block C;

• 〈e − 2, e − 2〉 doesn’t induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉 in a Rouquier
block C;

• 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 in a Rouquier block C;

• 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉 induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 2, e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block C.

Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉, or 〈(e − 2)3
〉 in C, we

still get that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when p = 2 or 3.

(ii) In the block with core (2, 12), we have that none of our partitions induce up semi-simply
to any 〈i〉, 〈i, i〉, or 〈i, k〉 except for 〈e−1, e−1〉, which induces up semi-simply to 〈e−1, e−2〉
in a Rouquier block C. Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈(e− 1)2, e− 2〉 in a Rouquier
block C, we still get that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when p = 2 or 3.

(iii) In the block with core (22, 12), none of our partitions induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉
or 〈i, i〉, except for 〈e − 1〉, which induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 1〉 in a Rouquier block.
Since no ν induces up semi-simply to 〈e − 1, e − 1〉 in a Rouquier block, we still get that
aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions when p = 3.

Thus we obtain the same submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix in any characteris-
tic, except for the block with core (22, 12) in characteristic 2. For this, we must choose different
partitions – we take 〈e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, and 〈e − 2, e − 2〉. We may again use
runner-removal to reduce the computation of the characteristic zero graded decomposition
numbers, yielding partitions (10, 3, 12), (8, 5, 12), (8, 32, 1), and (7, 32, 2), whence we obtain the
submatrix (†′′).

Now, by Theorem 5.3, none of our partitions induce semi-simply to any 〈i〉 or 〈i, k〉, except
for 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, which induces semi-simply to 〈e − 1, e − 2〉 in a Rouquier block. But since no ν
induces semi-simply to 〈(e−1)2, e−2〉, we have aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among our four partitions,
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and thus we obtain the same submatrix of the graded decomposition matrix in characteristics
0 and 2.

Thus, in all cases above, Proposition 2.15 yields our result.

5.5 pe−1 − pe−2 > e and pe−2 − pe−3 > e

Across various cases, we will use partitions 〈e − 1, e − 1〉, 〈e − 1, e − 2〉, 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉, 〈e − 2, e −
1〉, 〈(e−1)3

〉, 〈(e−2)2, e−1〉, 〈e−2, e−2〉. Notice that in all cases, we are able to apply Theorem 2.7,
reducing our computations down to the e = 3 situation.

Recall that in Subsection 4.5, we were able to index the cores that arise in this case by the pair
of integers (ke + 1, je + 1) or (ke + 2, je + 2), where k, j ∈ Z>0, and denote these cores by κ(ke+1, je+1)
or κ(ke+2, je+2). As stated in Subsection 4.5, we may pass between these cores by runner swaps,
and these swaps involve swapping runners on which the number of beads differs by either
k+ j+1 (for passing between κ(ke+1, je+1) and κ(ke+2, je+2)), k (for passing between κ((k−1)e+2, je+2) and
κ(ke+1, je+1)), or j (for passing between κ(ke+2,( j−1)e+2) and κ(ke+1, je+1)). Since we are now in weight 3,
these are Scopes equivalences except for small k and j, and we can see that there are four Scopes
classes in total to check, with (minimal) representatives κ(e+1,e+1) = (3, 12), κ(2e+1,e+1) = (5, 3, 12),
κ(e+1,2e+1) = (4, 22, 12), and κ(2e+1,2e+1) = (6, 4, 22, 12).

For the block with core (3, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈e − 1, e − 1〉 = (9, 4, 1),
〈e − 1, e − 2〉 = (9, 3, 2), 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 = (6, 42), and 〈(e − 1)3

〉 = (6, 4, 22), respectively. One can
check that the corresponding submatrix is (†), e.g. by the LLT algorithm.

For the block with core (5, 3, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈(e− 1)2, e− 2〉 = (8, 6, 3, 2),
〈e−2, e−1〉 = (8, 5, 4, 2), 〈(e−2)2, e−1〉 = (8, 32, 22, 1), and 〈e−2, e−2〉 = (52, 4, 22, 1), respectively.
One can check that the corresponding submatrix is (‡), e.g. by the LLT algorithm.

For the block with core (4, 22, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈e− 1, e− 2〉 = (10, 4, 3, 12),
〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 = (7, 52, 12), 〈(e − 1)3

〉 = (7, 5, 32, 1), and 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉 = (7, 4, 32, 2), respectively.
One can check that the corresponding submatrix is (†′).

For the block with core (6, 4, 22, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈e−1, e−2〉 = (12, 42, 3, 12),
〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 = (9, 7, 4, 3, 12), 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 = (9, 6, 5, 3, 12), and 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉 = (9, 42, 32, 2),
respectively. One can check that the corresponding submatrix is (♣). The result now follows if
p > 3.

If p = 3, we may apply Theorem 5.3 and note, as in Subsection 5.1, that we have chosen our
four partitions so that aνµ(v) = δνµ for any µ among them. Checking this is similar to previous
cases, and we leave the details to the reader.

Now suppose that p = 2.
For the block with core (3, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈e − 1, e − 2〉 = (9, 3, 2),

〈e− 2〉 = (8, 4, 2), 〈e− 2, e− 1〉 = (62, 2), and 〈(e− 1)2, e− 2〉 = (6, 42), respectively. One may check
as above that the corresponding submatrix is (†) in characteristics 0 and 2.

For the block with core (4, 22, 12), we may take the four partitions 〈e− 1, e− 2〉 = (10, 4, 3, 12),
〈e − 2〉 = (9, 5, 3, 12), 〈e − 2, e − 1〉 = (72, 3, 12), and 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 = (7, 52, 12), respectively. One
may check as above that the corresponding submatrix is (†) in characteristics 0 and 2.

For the block with core (5, 3, 12), it suffices to note that the #-automorphism on Hn (e.g. see
[Mat99, Exercise 3.14]) induces an isomorphism between this block and the one with core
(5, 3, 12)′ = (4, 22, 12).

If p = 2 the block with core (6, 4, 22, 12) (i.e. the Rouquier block) is not susceptible to our
methods when e = 3, and we must treat it separately.

For now we will assume that e > 4. Under this assumption, we will take either the partition
〈(e − 1)3

〉 or the partition 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 as our most dominant partition, along with the three
partitions 〈(e − 1)2, e − 3〉, 〈(e − 2)2, e − 1〉, and 〈e − 3, e − 2, e − 1〉. Then, for any pair of these
partitions, we may apply Theorem 2.7 to remove all but four runners when computing the
characteristic zero graded decomposition numbers. One may easily check, using the system of
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runner swaps at the end of Subsection 4.5, that up to Scopes equivalence, these decomposition
numbers boil down to those of just 10 blocks, with the following cores (in the notation of
Subsection 4.5).

(i) κe+1,e+1,1,

(ii) κe+1,e+2,3,

(iii) κe+1,e+1,e+1,

(iv) κe+1,e+1,2e+1,

(v) κe+1,2e+1,e+1,

(vi) κe+1,2e+1,2e+1,

(vii) κ2e+1,e+1,e+1,

(viii) κ2e+1,e+1,2e+1,

(ix) κ2e+1,2e+1,e+1,

(x) κ2e+1,2e+1,2e+1.

Since none of the cores in cases (i)–(viii) satisfy both pe−1 − pe−2 > 2e and pe−2 − pe−3 > 2e, we
may remove an extra runner and handle them as above. However, the cores (ix) and (x) each
have pe−1 − pe−2 = 2e + 1 and pe−2 − pe−3 = 2e + 1, and would thus reduce to the Rouquier block
with core (6, 4, 22, 12) if we attempted to strip off an extra runner.

One may check that if we choose the partitions 〈(e− 1)2, e− 2〉, 〈(e− 1)2, e− 3〉, 〈(e− 2)2, e− 1〉,
and 〈e−3, e−2, e−1〉, it yields (‡) as the corresponding submatrix of the graded decomposition
matrix in each case.

Concretely, in each case the corresponding partitions are as follows.

(ix) (15, 12, 8, 6, 32, 13), (15, 12, 52, 33, 22), (15, 82, 62, 4, 13), (15, 82, 6, 33, 22);

(x) (16, 13, 9, 7, 42, 23, 13), (16, 13, 62, 43, 32, 13), (16, 92, 72, 5, 23, 13), (16, 92, 7, 43, 32, 13).

Now, for any e, one may check that none of 〈(e−1)2, e−3〉, 〈(e−2)2, e−1〉, or 〈e−3, e−2, e−1〉
induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉 or 〈i, k〉 in either of these cases (i.e. whenever pe−1 − pe−2 > e
and pe−2 − pe−3 > e), while 〈(e − 1)2, e − 2〉 doesn’t induce up semi-simply to any 〈i〉 or 〈i, k〉 in
either case (i.e. whenever pe−1 − pe−2, pe−2 − pe−3 > 2e). Thus aνµ = 0 whenever µ is any one of
our chosen partitions, and the result follows as in the previous sections.

It is worth noting that even though our chosen partitions involve sliding beads on only
three runners, if we use runner-removal to reduce to abacus displays with three runners, our
partitions are not all 3-regular.

We now return to the Rouquier block when e = 3 and p = 2, and will directly show that this
block is Schurian-infinite.

Note that we may use the LLT algorithm to compute the characteristic 0 decomposition
matrices, and then apply Theorem 5.3 (along with [FT06, Proposition 3.5] in order to determine
when a partition induces almost semi-simply to another) to determine those in characteristic
2. In the block with core (6, 4, 22, 12), the five most dominant 3-regular partitions are λ1 :=
(15, 4, 22, 12), λ2 := (12, 7, 22, 12), λ3 := (12, 42, 3, 12), λ4 := (9, 7, 5, 2, 12), and λ5 := (9, 7, 4, 3, 12).
We see that the characteristic 2 decomposition matrix starts with the following 5 rows.

λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5

λ1 1 · · · ·

λ2 0 1 · · ·

λ3 1 1 1 · ·

λ4 1 0 0 1 ·

λ5 1 1 1 1 1

It follows that we have

Sλ1 = Dλ1 , Sλ2 = Dλ2 , Rad(Sλ4) � Dλ1 .

We may compute that there are homomorphisms from Sλ1 and Sλ2 to Sλ3 , so that Rad(Sλ3) �
Dλ1 ⊕Dλ2 . For example, working with graded (column) Specht modules for KLR algebras
[KMR12, Section 7], one may check that these homomorphisms are given by

zλ1 7−→ (ψ16ψ15ψ14ψ13ψ17ψ16ψ18ψ17 . . . ψ14 + ψ22ψ21 . . . ψ13ψ23ψ22 . . . ψ16ψ24ψ23 . . . ψ14)zλ3
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and
zλ2 7−→ ψ15ψ14ψ13ψ17ψ16ψ19ψ18ψ17ψ16ψ15ψ14zλ3 .

It is easy to check that these define nonzero elements in Sλ3 – replacing each generator ψi with
the corresponding basic transposition si and acting naturally on the (column) initial λ3-tableau
yields a standard λ3-tableau, and indeed each expression is equal to the element of the standard
homogenous basis (c.f. [KMR12, Corollary 7.20]) indexed by that tableau, up to some lower
order terms.

We may also compute that there are homomorphisms from Sλ1 and Sλ2 to Sλ5 , so that
Dλ1 ⊕Dλ2 is a submodule of Sλ5 , and that there are homomorphisms from Sλ3 and Sλ4 to Sλ5 .
These are given by

zλ1 7−→ ψ19ψ18ψ17ψ16ψ20ψ19ψ18ψ21ψ20ψ22ψ21 . . . ψ13ψ23ψ22 . . . ψ16ψ24ψ23 . . . ψ14zλ5 ,

zλ2 7−→ ψ15ψ14ψ13ψ17ψ16ψ19ψ18 . . . ψ14ψ22ψ21ψ20ψ19ψ23ψ22ψ21ψ24ψ23zλ5 ,

zλ3 7−→ ψ22ψ21ψ20ψ19ψ23ψ22ψ21ψ24ψ23zλ5 ,

and
zλ4 7−→ ψ18ψ17ψ16ψ15ψ14zλ5 .

One may check that composing homomorphisms from Sλ1 and Sλ2 to Sλ3 and from Sλ1 to Sλ4

with these latter homomorphisms gives nonzero homomorphisms, so that Soc(Sλ5) � Dλ1 ⊕Dλ2

and Sλ5 has heart Dλ3 ⊕Dλ4 .
It follows that we have extensions yielding A(1)

3 with zigzag orientation as a subquiver of
the Gabriel quiver, on vertices λ1, λ3, λ4, and λ5. The result now follows by Corollary 2.12.

6 Blocks of weight at least 4

Since we will deal with blocks of arbitrarily large weight, we must employ some new conven-
tions for partitions and their abacus displays.

We will use the beta-numbers for an abacus display with r beads, as in Subsection 2.7, and
recall that we have fixed the integers p0 < p1 < · · · < pe−1, determined by the core ρ, when
looking at partitions in a block B(ρ,w), as before. We will use an e-quotient notation for our
partitions, adapted so that it follows this ordering on pi. Ordering the runners starting with
the runner containing the pe−1 position, and then the runner containing the pe−2 position, and
so on until the p0 runner, we may read a partition from each runner, considered as a 1-runner
abacus display. We will use the shorthand notation∅k to denote a string of k components, each
equal to the empty partition, in the e-quotient notation for a partition λ.

Example. Let e = 4, ρ = (3, 12), λ = (82, 22, 1), and take r = 7. Then ρ has beta numbers
(9, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 0), while λ has beta numbers (14, 13, 6, 5, 3, 1, 0), which are displayed on an abacus
as below.

ρ : λ :

The partition λ has weight 4. In the abacus display for its core, ρ, we can read off the integers
p0 = 0, p1 = 3, p2 = 6, and p3 = 9. In e-quotient notation, we write λ = ((1), (2, 1),∅2).

While the e-quotient is usually only well-defined up to some cyclic permutation, our variant
that orders the runners in terms of the integers pi is unique. In other words, the e-quotient
notation for a partition λ does not change if we choose a different r, though the abacus display
itself does.
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It was shown in Section 4 that weight 2 blocks are Schurian-infinite, by breaking into five
cases depending on the the comparative values of pe−1, pe−2, and pe−3 for the block’s core ρ.
When pe−1 − pe−2 > e, handled in Subsections 4.3 and 4.5, the methods in characteristic 2 did
not directly appeal to Proposition 2.15, as no such submatrices are available in such cases.
Instead, results of Fayers about extensions between simples [Fay05] were used directly, and
when pe−2 − pe−3 > e and e = 3, separate ad hoc methods were required.

We will initially avoid the case e = 3, p = 2, and thus have a bit more flexibility to work
with. The following result essentially deduces the same result as Subsections 4.3 and 4.5 –
that B(ρ, 2) is Schurian-infinite when pe−1 − pe−2 > e – using Proposition 2.15 directly, under the
additional assumption that we’re not in this difficult e = 3, p = 2 case. This lemma will be
useful to quickly prove that all blocks of weight at least 4 are Schurian-infinite, in conjunction
with those submatrices already determined in Section 4.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose e > 4 and ρ is a core satisfying pe−1 − pe−2 > e. Define four partitions as follows.

λ(1) = ((1), (1),∅e−2), λ(2) = ((1),∅, (1),∅e−3).

(i) If pe−2 − pe−3 < e, then define

λ(3) = (∅, (2),∅e−2), λ(4) = (∅,∅, (2),∅e−3).

(ii) If pe−2 − pe−3 > e, then define

λ(3) = (∅, (12),∅e−2), λ(4) = (∅, (1), (1),∅e−3).

Then the four partitions λ(1), λ(2), λ(3), and λ(4) give (‡) as a submatrix of the graded decomposition
matrix in any characteristic. It follows from Proposition 2.15 that B(ρ, 2) is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. We essentially argue as in the proofs in Section 4. We may first apply Theorem 2.7 e − 4
times to determine de,0

λµ
by examining the leading four runners alone. One may check that up

to Scopes equivalence, the remaining partitions live in one of five blocks, with cores (3), (4, 12),
and (4, 13) satisfying pe−2 − pe−3 < e, and cores (5, 22) and (6, 32, 13) satisfying pe−2 − pe−3 > e.
Since we are in a block of weight 2, the decomposition matrix in characteristic p for p > 3 is
identical to the decomposition matrix in characteristic 0, by Theorem 2.3. Hence in each case,
we may easily verify, for example by the LLT algorithm, that the corresponding submatrices
are each (‡) if p , 2. By applying Theorem 2.4, we may check that these submatrices are in fact
identical when p = 2. �

6.1 When e , 3 or p , 2

Theorem 6.2. Let e > 3, and w > 4, and let ρ be an e-core. Unless e = 3 and p = 2, the weight w block
B(ρ,w) of Hn is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. In our proof, we consider 11 different cases, two of which then split into two further
cases. We describe these cases, together with our method of dealing with each of them, in Table
1.

Our method of proof will be to reduce to weight 2 and then apply the results of Section 4. In
order to do this, we will slide the lowest bead on the abacus display of ρ down w− 2 spaces on
each of four (or five) partitions, and then use the row-removal results of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9
to remove this bead (i.e. the first row of each of the four partitions). To then apply results of
Section 4, we must know the position of the bead above the lowest bead on the abacus display
for ρ, in order to know the new ordering on runners. If pe−1 − pe−2 > e, then the ordering
on runners is unchanged – this is reflected in our first seven cases below, five of which are
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essentially identical to the five subsections of Section 4 once we’ve removed the first row, while
the other two are handled by Lemma 6.1.

Thus we will list the four partitions required in each case below. The proof then follows by
applying the known decomposition numbers in weight 2, where our chosen partitions were
shown in Section 4 and Lemma 6.1 to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.15.

We summarise our results in Table 1, where the following shorthand is used:

α denotes pi − p j < e, β denotes e < pi − p j < 2e,
γ denotes 2e < pi − p j, δ denotes e < pi − p j. �

Example. Let w = e = 5 and p > 0. Take ρ = (10, 6, 4, 3, 22, 14) and consider the block B(ρ, 5).
The abacus display of ρ is given by

and we see that p0 = 0, p1 = 8, p2 = 12, p3 = 16 and p4 = 24 so that e < pe−1 − pe−2 < 2e,
pe−2 − pe−3 < e and pe−1 − pe−3 > 2e and we are in the second case in Table 1. We therefore take
the partitions given by the following four abacus displays.

To compute the partial decomposition matrix indexed by these partitions, we first apply row
removal, as described in Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, to remove the first bead from each abacus
configuration. We are then in a block of weight 2 and we follow Subsection 4.1 to show that
the partial decomposition matrix indexed by these partitions is (†) in characteristic 0, and that
the corresponding ungraded decomposition numbers are characteristic-free, so that applying
Proposition 2.15 yields that the block B(ρ, 5) is Schurian-infinite.

6.2 When e = 3 and p = 2

We now consider the remaining cases. For the remainder of this section, fix e = 3 and p = 2.
If a core ρ has an abacus display with si beads on runner i for i = 0, 1, 2 then we will write

it as a tuple [s0, s1, s2]. By placing p0 in the top left position, we can ensure that there is just one
bead on the leftmost runner, so s0 = 1 while the middle and right-hand runners have s1 > 1 and
s2 > 1 beads on, respectively. By applying the Scopes equivalences of Proposition 3.2, we may
further assume that s1 6 w and s2 6 s1 + w − 1. In this way, the triples [1, s1, s2] index Scopes
classes of blocks of a fixed weight, and we thus identify the triples with the corresponding
Scopes classes. We will sometimes write B([1, s1, s2],w) for the associated block, rather than
B(ρ,w).

Note that we may also make the following observation to simplify the task of proving that
each B(ρ,w) is Schurian-infinite. If we replace the core ρ with its conjugate, ρ′, then B(ρ,w)
is isomorphic to B(ρ′,w), with an isomorphism being induced by the #-automorphism on Hn
(e.g. see [Mat99, Exercise 3.14]). In such a situation, we will say that two Scopes classes are
conjugate.



pe−1 − pe−2 pe−2 − pe−3 pe−1 − pe−3 pe−1 − pe−4

α β γ α δ α β γ α δ

• • • ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) (†) Subsection 4.1
((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3) ((w − 2, 1),∅, (1),∅e−3)

• • • ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) (†) Subsection 4.2
((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) ((w − 2, 12),∅e−1)

• • ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) ((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) (†) Subsection 4.3 p , 2
((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3)

• • ((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) ((w − 2, 1),∅, (1),∅e−3) (‡) Lemma 6.1 p = 2
((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3) e > 4

• • ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) (†) Subsection 4.4
((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) ((w − 2, 12),∅e−1)

• • ((w − 2, 2),∅(e−1)) ((w − 2, 12),∅e−1) (♠) Subsection 4.5 p , 2
((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2)
((w − 2), (12),∅e−2)

• • ((w − 2, 1), (1),∅(e−2)) ((w − 2, 1),∅, (1),∅e−3) (‡) Lemma 6.1 p = 2
((w − 2), (12),∅e−2) ((w − 2), (1), (1),∅e−3) e > 4

• ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3) (†) Subsection 4.1
((w − 2),∅2, (2),∅e−4) ((w − 2), (1),∅, (1),∅e−4)

• • ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3) (†) Subsection 4.1
((w − 2, 1),∅e−1) ((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2)

• • • ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) (†) Subsection 4.1
((w − 2),∅, (2),∅e−3) ((w − 2), (1), (1),∅e−3)

• • ((w − 2), (2),∅e−2) ((w − 2, 2),∅e−1) (†) Subsections 4.2 and 4.4
((w − 2, 1), (1),∅e−2) ((w − 2), (12),∅e−3)

Table 1: A case-by-case analysis of Theorem 6.2
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Theorem 6.3. Let w > 4, and let ρ be a 3-core. If ρ satisfies p2 − p1 < 2e, the weight w block B(ρ,w) of
Hn is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 6.2. The third and fifth cases in Table 1
do not appear here, since we have assumed that p2 − p1 < 2e. For all other cases, we may take
exactly the same partitions as in that proof, and obtain the result in the same way. �

Remark. When the weight is 4, the above theorem covers all Scopes classes except for the
following nine:

[1, 1, 3], [1, 1, 4], [1, 2, 4]
[1, 2, 5], [1, 3, 5], [1, 3, 6]
[1, 4, 1], [1, 4, 6], [1, 4, 7].

If we tried to argue by the same method, our row-removal to reduce to weight 2 would leave
us computing in the weight 2 Scopes classes [1, 2, 3] and [1, 1, 2]. For the latter, no submatrix
of the decomposition matrix will do what we need, but in Subsection 4.3 we argued directly
by looking at extensions between simples. One could instead argue that this Scopes class is
Schurian-infinite since the conjugate Scopes class [1, 2, 2] is. For the former – the Rouquier
block – the class is self-conjugate, and the extensions do not suffice, so we had to find other
means of directly proving that the block is Schurian-infinite.

We next deal with some special cases when w = 4. The Rouquier block for weight 4 is the
block with Scopes class [1, 4, 7] (c.f. [LM02, JLM06]).

Proposition 6.4. Let B(s, 4) be the Rouquier block of weight 4. We define the following four partitions
in B(s, 4) by their 3-quotients.

λ(1) = ((12), (12),∅), λ(2) = ((1), (2, 1),∅),

λ(3) = ((1), (13),∅), λ(4) = (∅, (2, 12),∅).

Then the partial decomposition matrix corresponding to these four partitions in both characteristic 0 and
characteristic 2 is equal to (‡) and hence B(s, 4) is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. It may easily be checked, using either the LLT algorithm or the explicit formula for
decomposition numbers for Rouquier blocks in characterstic 0 [LM02, Corollary 10], that the
partial decomposition matrix is as described in characteristic 0. Recall [BK09b, Theorem 5.17]
that there exists a lower unitriangular matrix A = (aλµ) - the graded adjustment matrix - with
entries inN[v] and rows and columns indexed by the e-regular partitions such that

de,p
λµ

(v) = de,0
λµ

(v) +
∑
ν/µ

de,0
λν

(v)aνµ(v). (6.5)

Suppose ν, µ ∈ B(ρ, 4) have respective 3-quotients (ν(0), ν(1), ν(2)) and (µ(0), µ(1), µ(2)). Since B(s, 4)
is a Rouquier block, by [JLM06, Proposition 4.4] we have aνµ(v) = 0 unless |ν(i)

| = |µ(i)
| for

i = 0, 1, 2. Putting these results together, we see that d3,2
λ(i)λ( j)(v) = d3,0

λ(i)λ( j)(v) unless j = 2, with

d3,2
λ(i)λ(2)(v) = d3,0

λ(i)λ(2)(v) + d3,0
λ(i)λ(3)(v)aλ(3)λ(2)(v),

so that the partial decomposition matrices agree if aλ(3)λ(2) = 0. If d3,2
λ(3)λ(2) = 0 then certainly

aλ(3)λ(2) = 0, so we find this decomposition number. Note that there does not exist σ ∈ B(s, 4)
with λ(3) / σ / λ(2) so since the Jantzen coefficient Jλ(3)λ(2) is equal to 0 we also have d3,2

λ(3)λ(2) = 0.
(For more information on the Janzten sum formula, see [Mat99, Section 5.2].) �
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Remark. The above argument extends readily to proving that any Rouquier block for e > 3,
w > 4 and p , 3 is Schurian-infinite (and there exist other partitions that will prove the case
p , 2). However, it is slightly cleaner, notationally, to handle this one case alone, and our other
methods – used to prove Theorems 6.2 and 6.9 – apply to a much broader collection of blocks.

The following result holds for any parameters e and p, although we only require it for our
choice of e = 3 and p = 2.

Lemma 6.6. Let λ, µ ∈ B(ρ,w) be such that µ is e-regular and both λ and µ have exactly k removable
i-nodes. Let λ̄ and µ̄ be the partitions obtained by removing k nodes from λ and µ respectively. Suppose
that λ̄ and µ̄ both have exactly k addable i-nodes. Then µ̄ is e-regular and de,p

λµ
(1) > de,p

λ̄µ̄
(1).

Proof. Apply the functor i-Res as described in [Mat99, Section 6.1] to the projective indecom-
posable module P(µ). �

Proposition 6.7. Suppose that s ∈ {[1, 4, 6], [1, 3, 6], [1, 3, 5]}. We define the following four partitions
in B(s, 4) by their 3-quotients.

λ(1) = ((12), (12),∅), λ(2) = ((1), (2, 1),∅),

λ(3) = ((1), (13),∅), λ(4) = (∅, (2, 12),∅).

Then the partial decomposition matrix corresponding to these four partitions in both characteristic 0 and
characteristic 2 is equal to (‡) and hence B(s, 4) is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. In fact, we prove the stronger claim that the proposition holds for all s ∈ {[1, 4, 7], [1, 7, 4],
[1, 4, 6], [4, 1, 7], [1, 3, 6], [1, 6, 3], [1, 3, 5]}. We may easily verify using the LLT algorithm that the
seven partial decomposition matrices are as stated in characteristic 0, thus by Equation 6.5
we also have lower bounds on the entries in the matrices in characteristic 2. The case that
s = [1, 4, 7] is exactly Proposition 6.4. We first apply Lemma 6.6 to obtain upper bounds on the
entries for [1, 7, 4], coming from those known decomposition numbers for the Rouquier block
[1, 4, 7], as above. Since these agree with the lower bounds, the proposition holds for [1, 7, 4];
an identical argument shows it is true for [4, 1, 7]. We apply Scopes equivalence to [1, 7, 4] and
[4, 1, 7] respectively to show that it is true for [7, 1, 4] = [1, 4, 6] and [4, 7, 1] = [1, 3, 6]. We repeat
the argument applying Lemma 6.6 to [1, 3, 6] to show the result holds for [1, 6, 3]; finally Scopes
equivalence proves that it holds for [6, 1, 3] = [1, 3, 5]. �

Theorem 6.8. Suppose e = 3, p = 2, w = 4, and let s be a Scopes class for w. Then the block B(s,w) of
Hn is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. All but nine Scopes classes are handled by Theorem 6.3, as discussed in the remark below
it. The Rouquier block [1, 4, 7] is handled in Proposition 6.4, while [1, 3, 5], [1, 3, 6], and [1, 4, 6]
are dealt with in Proposition 6.7. The remaining Scopes classes [1, 1, 3], [1, 1, 4], [1, 2, 4], [1, 2, 5],
and [1, 4, 1] are conjugate to the classes [1, 3, 3], [1, 4, 4], [1, 3, 4], [1, 4, 5], and [1, 4, 3], respectively,
and are thus Morita equivalent to blocks we’ve already shown to be Schurian-infinite. �

Theorem 6.9. Suppose e = 3, p = 2, w > 5, and let s be a Scopes class for w. Then the block B(s,w) of
Hn is Schurian-infinite.

Proof. First, suppose the Scopes class is [1, s1, s2], with s1 6 s2. Note that [1, s1, s2]′ = [1, s2 − s1 +
1, s2]. Since B(s,w) and B(s′,w) are Morita equivalent, it is sufficient to consider the cases where
s2 − s1 6 s1 − 1 so we assume further that this inequality holds.

If s2 − s1 6 1, the result follows immediately by Theorem 6.3.
So suppose s2 − s1 = 2, so that s1 > 3. Then we define partitions

λ(1) = ((w − 3, 2), (1),∅), λ(2) = ((w − 3), (3),∅),
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λ(3) = ((w − 3, 1), (2),∅), λ(4) = ((w − 3, 12), (1),∅).

By row-removal Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, the relevant submatrix of the decomposition matrix
matches that of the four partitions obtained by removing the first row from each, or in other
words removing the lowest bead from the abacus display of each. The remaining partitions
are then in the block B([1, s1, s1 + 1], 3), which is Scopes equivalent to B([1, 3, 4], 3) for any s1 > 3.
The remaining partitions are precisely those used in Subsection 5.5, and the result follows, by
Proposition 2.15.

Next, suppose s2 − s1 = 3, so that we also have s1 > 4. Then we define partitions

λ(1) = ((w − 4, 12), (12),∅), λ(2) = ((w − 4, 1), (2, 1),∅),

λ(3) = ((w − 4, 1), (13),∅), λ(4) = ((w − 4), (2, 12),∅).

Arguing as before, removing the first row yields partitions in the block B([1, s1, s1 +2], 4), which
is Scopes equivalent to B([1, 4, 6], 4) for any s1 > 4. The remaining partitions are precisely those
used in Proposition 6.7, and the result follows.

Now we suppose that s2 − s1 > 4, so that we also have s1 > 5. Then, taking the exact same
partitions as in the previous case, and performing row removal as before now yields partitions
in the block B([1, s1, s2 − 1], 4), which is Scopes equivalent to B([1, 4, 7], 4). Since the remaining
partitions are still those used in Proposition 6.4, the result follows once more. This completes
the proof for all Scopes classes [1, s1, s2] for s2 > s1.

We now assume that s2 < s1. Note that [1, s1, s2]′ = [1, s1, s1 − s2], so it suffices to assume
that s2 > s1 − s2.

If s1 − s2 6 2, the result follows immediately by Theorem 6.3.
Next, suppose s1 − s2 = 3, so that s2 > 3. Then we define partitions

λ(1) = ((w − 3, 2), (1),∅), λ(2) = ((w − 3), (3),∅),

λ(3) = ((w − 3, 1), (2),∅), λ(4) = ((w − 3, 12), (1),∅).

Arguing as before, removing the first row yields partitions in the block B([1, s1 − 1, s2], 3),
which is Scopes equivalent to B([1, 3, 4], 3). The remaining partitions are precisely those used
in Subsection 5.5, and the result follows.

Finally, we suppose that s1 − s2 > 4 so that s2 > 4. Then we define partitions

λ(1) = ((w − 4, 12), (12),∅), λ(2) = ((w − 4, 1), (2, 1),∅),

λ(3) = ((w − 4, 1), (13),∅), λ(4) = ((w − 4), (2, 12),∅).

Arguing as before, removing the first row yields partitions in the block B([1, s1 − 1, s2], 4),
which is Scopes equivalent to B([1, s1 − s2 + 3, 4], 4). In turn, this is Scopes equivalent to
B([1, 4, 6], 4) if s1 − s2 = 4 or B([1, 4, 7], 4) if s1 − s2 > 5. The remaining partitions are precisely
those used in both of Propositions 6.4 and 6.7, and the result follows. �

Combining Theorems 6.2, 6.8 and 6.9 yields our main result, Theorem 1.1, that for e , 2,
every block of Hn of weight at least 2 is Schurian-infinite, and these blocks are thus Schurian-
finite if and only if they have finite representation type.
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